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This is public work.

7KLVWKHVLVLVQRWDQHDV\UHDG

3HUKDSVQRRQHŠVWKHVLVLVHDV\
7KHWDVNRIWKHVLVZDVQRWHDV\

7KLVWKHVLVFRPHVGXULQJDVDEEDWLFDO
IURPD\HDUFDUHHUDVD&KLFDJR
GHVLJQHU7KLVVDEEDWLFDOEHJDQDIWHU
PDNLQJşSDUWQHUŠDWDPRVWFHOHEUDWHG
VWXGLRWKDW,KHOSHGOHDGDQGJURZ
,ŠYHFRPHWRUHDOL]HWKHHDV\SDWK
LVVLPSO\QRWLQWHUHVWLQJWRPH

This is public work.
7KLVVWDWHPHQWPLJKWMXVWEH
DOLWWOHWRRELJ7RDFNQRZOHGJH
WKHWRRELJQHVV,ŠYHGHVLJQHG
WKHWLWOHWRVHWMXVWDOLWWOHWRRELJ
IRUWKHPHDVXUHRIWKLVERRN
:KLOHş7KLVLVŠDQGşZRUNŠVQXJJO\
DQGULJKWO\VRMXVWLƃHVşSXEOLFŠ
LVMXVWDOLWWOHWRRELJ7KHZRUG
EUHDNVWRWKHQH[WOLQHFUHDWLQJ
DQLQWHUHVWLQJFRPSRVLWLRQDQG
DPRPHQWRIFRQWHPSODWLRQZLWKLQ
ZKDWZRXOGKDYHEHHQDTXLFNUHDG
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s
Dedicated to the mountain climber
that inspired me, then married me —
my partner, Lyndon Quiring Valicenti.

7KHKHDUWLQWKHXSSHUOHIW
ZDVGUDZQE\+HUPDQQ=DSI

,Q/\QGRQŠVEURWKHU6RQQ\
WRWDOHGKHUFDU5DWKHUWKDQUHSODFLQJ
WKHFDU/\QGRQGHFLGHGşQRPRUH
FDUVŠ6KHWRRNWKHLQVXUDQFHPRQH\
DQGKHDGHGWR0RXQW.LOLPDQMDUR
KLNLQJWKHSHDNVIRUWZRPRQWKV
ZLWKVHYHUDO6KHUSDVDQGVRJRDWV
WKH\KDGEURXJKWZLWK$VWKHZHHNV
SDVWVRGLGWKHJRDWVIHHW
DERYHVHDOHYHOLVDQLQWHUHVWLQJ
HOHYDWLRQIRUDYHJHWDULDQ7KLVLV
DOOWRVD\WKHMRXUQH\FKDQJHV\RX
7KLVWKHVLVLVPRUHRIDMRXUQH\
DFURVVSHDNVWKDQDZDONLQWKHSDUN
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are we
Where

7KLVWKHVLVLVDUHVSRQVHWRWKUHH
ELJTXHVWLRQVRIPLQH7KHELJW\SH
DERYHSUHVHQWVWKHƃUVWTXHVWLRQ
7KHVHTXHVWLRQVDUHFRQFHSWXDOO\
DQGSK\VLFDOO\VHWLQlife<RXZLOO
FRPHDFURVVWKHRWKHUWZRTXHVWLRQV
LQWKLVERRNZKHQ\RXVHHWKHDERYH
W\SHVW\OH
LifeLVDW\SHIDFHGHVLJQHGE\
:LOKHOP%LO] )UDQFHVFR6LPRQFLQL
LQIRU*HUPDQW\SHIRXQGU\
/XGZLJ 0D\HU

ǰ
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going?
In the 1960s, artist Jean-Michel Folon drove
from Rome to Brescia, noting each of the arrows
he saw. During the 7-hour trip, he amassed
over a thousand arrows.¹
We can understand his decades’ worth of arrow-based
work by connecting his doing to his seeing.
The following eight spreads contain photos taken during
a ﬁve-minute walk on Weybossett Street —
from risd’s cit building to the Fleet Library.
This photo essay functions as a preface, it creates
common ground, connecting the thesis with
what we all see.

&217(;7
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Abstract

This thesis positions graphic design
as an integral form of public works.

This is public work regards the causal relationship
between graphic design and its publics as
an opportunity to explore the formal maneuvers
to enhance an artifact's visual codes. The idea
is an experiential one: rich and meaningful form
can lead to rich and meaningful experiences.
The designed artifacts of our world function across
informational (effect) and emotional (affect)
modes. The complexity of these operations
take on an infrastructural role — what we see
day-to-day shapes our experiences and
understanding. The opportunity of a designer
to practice in a manner responsible to their publics
is to see the task beyond yielding a service.
By creating artifacts that participate in culture,
designers have the ability to affect public life.
My practice is an effort to formally unite the ideas
of affect and effect into a singular expression:
æffect — the way a thing feels is how it works.
My thesis focuses on the nuances of letterforms
and graphic form. This was an intentional effort
to sharpen my craft and attention to detail
as a way to engage meaningful æffect uniting
concept, form, and message.
To care for the details is to care for the public.
The smallest thing builds the larger thing.
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SXEOLFZRUNVn ƃUVWXVHG
 GHHGVGRQHIRUWKHSXEOLFJRRG
Oxford English Dictionary Online.
 SXEOLFZRUNVDUHDEURDGFDWHJRU\
RILQIUDVWUXFWXUHSURMHFWV
Wikipedia.Ţ3XEOLF:RUNVţODVWHGLWHG
RQ1RYHPEHU
 SXEOLFZRUNVOLNHZDOOSDLQWLQJV
DQGELOOERDUGVKDYHDJUHDWHU
FKDOOHQJHWREHHFRQRPLFDODQG
VLJQOLNH7KH\QHHGWREHUHDG
DQGHQJDJHGDVSHRSOHTXLFNO\
VSHHGE\RQDKLJKZD\RURQDEXV\
1HZ2UOHDQVVWUHHWDQGWKH\
PXVWEHDFFHVVLEOH GHPRFUDWLF
ZLWKRXWFRPSURPLVLQJWKHZRUN
.D\5RVHQA Constructed Conversation, Journal,9RO1R
/RQGRQ5HSULQWHGLQSocial Medium:
Artists Writings, 2000 – 2015
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 7KHƃUVWSURMHFWLQWKLVWKHVLV
LVDVHWRIHSKHPHUDOFDUGVWKH\FDQ
EHIRXQGRQSDJH
 7KHƃQDOSURMHFWVKRZQLQWKLV
ERRNLVRQPRQXPHQWVLWEHJLQVRQ
SDJH

Graphic design is a practice that yields the
surfaces by which we understand the world by.
*UDSKLFIRUPVLQƄXHQFHRXUOLYHVLQWHQWLRQDOO\
and accidentally, in the meaning that we read
into the artifacts we see. As we move about
our day, we are guided by the designed surfaces
that we come into contact with.¹ In this respect,
the work of a designer is public work.

 ,RIWHQVSHDNRIWKHDXWKRULW\
RIGHVLJQ:KHQ,GRVR,VSHDNLQJ
LQWKHWKFHQWXU\VHQVH
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The artifacts of design project an authorityƊ that operates
on two levels: each artifact speaks on the level
of the work and subject it represents; collectively
they speak as a whole — the public sphere.
I see every project, from the ordinary to the extraordinary, as an opportunity to respond beyond
the service and the scope that initiated the project.

DXWKRULW\n ƃUVWXVHG
 DERRNSDVVDJHHWF
Oxford English Dictionary Online.

IMPACT OF SCALE

I am interested in the way detail and craft scale and function
with respect to public space. Every design
maneuver is an opportunity to designate meaning
that ultimately will function on a much larger
scale. Intentional craft and keen attention to detail
become methods of engagement, transforming
the potential of a given work, and providing
for the engagement of a more public audience.
Each design decision — from the smallest detail
to the grandest gestures — are opportunities to
advance the passerby’s experience of public space.


 (YHU\SURSHUO\IXQFWLRQLQJ
KXPDQEHLQJWUDQVIRUPVWKHYLVXDO
VLJQDOVWKDW>WKH\@UHFHLYHVIURP
RXWVLGHLQWRVWUXFWXUHGPHDQLQJIXO
HQWLWLHV>7KHLU@FDSDFLW\WRVWUXFWXUH
>WKHLU@HQYLURQPHQWDFFRUGLQJ
WR>WKHLU@QHHGVŝWKDWLV>WKHLU@
DELOLW\WRZRUNRXWDUDSSRUW
ZLWK>WKHLU@ZRUOGŝGHWHUPLQHV
WKHTXDOLW\RI>WKHLU@OLIH
Ş*\¸UJ\.HSHV

Education of Vision

'(6,*1$638%/,&:2ǋ.

As a graphic designer, I consider my role in a social context
— as a collaborative creator of artifacts across
a multitude of public realms and public audiences.
Graphic artifacts — from ephemeral cards²
to permanent monuments³ — become ﬁxtures
within the spaces we occupy, building the visual
infrastructure of our world. These designed
surfaces are read and experienced day-to-day
by numerous audiences. These designed surfaces
are read and experienced day-to-day, as individual
are prompted to reaction by the symbols,
words, styles, and compositions they encounter.

326,7,21,1*$3ǋ$&7,&(

 (YHQWKHSODQHWLWVHOI
KDVEHHQFRPSOHWHO\HQFUXVWHG
E\GHVLJQDVDJHRORJLFDOOD\HU
7KHUHLVQRORQJHUDQRXWVLGH
WRWKHZRUOGRIGHVLJQ
'HVLJQKDVEHFRPHWKHZRUOG
'HVLJQLVZKDWPDNHVWKHKXPDQ
,WLVWKHEDVLVRIVRFLDOOLIH
IURPWKHYHU\ƃUVWDUWLIDFWV
WRWKHH[SRQHQWLDOH[SDQVLRQ
RIKXPDQFDSDELOLW\
%XWGHVLJQDOVRHQJLQHHUV
LQHTXDOLWLHVDQGQHZIRUPV
RIQHJOHFW
Ş%HDWUL]&RORPLQD
Istanbul Biennial curatorial
statement

These designed artifacts, in aggregate, construct the surfaces
by which we read, understand, and negotiate
the world.Ƌ Through analysis and systematic
construction of visual language, This is public work.,
explores graphic form and marking as a critical
practice of public engagement. The forms and
symbols that frame every activity are human-made:
this suggests reality is constructed by the work we
produce. My practice considers the responsibility
and opportunity a graphic designer can have
in the use and advancement of visual language.
Attention to detail and craft are signiﬁcant in the
ways they convey meaning and intention within
a work, and across the larger graphic environment.

&217(;7
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What
are we

68ǉ9(<ǉ(68/76

seeing?
saying?
ǫǬ

The work speaks for itself — does it?
Or, is it more that the work projects visual codes
into the world, and the various publics
that come in contact with them read the image
and then speak on its behalf ?
The smiley face image (above) was sent to friends through
a Google survey with the following note:
This graphic might appear on one of the 1st pages
of my graphic design thesis. Looking at this image,
what does this graphic mean to you?

&217(;7

The smiley face is a simple
and iconic symbol. To me,
this reads as lightheartedness
friendliness, and happiness.
—Dee Clements

Artist

The smiley graphic has lost
its meaning due to ubiquity.
The wrapping text may have
a subversive, perhaps even
an angry message.
—Ohn Ho

Designer

Happiness, positive, not serious.
That could be good or bad. There is
a house music feeling.
—Iker Gil

Architect & Founder

I see cavernous meaninglessness:
chaos, horror, a fear of death.
—Eliza Chen

Precocious Interloper

A fun and happy graphic. This image
feels relatable — a pleasant reminder
to accept and appreciate successes.
To pause and be grateful. Big eyes.
—Elaine Lopez

Graphic Designer

The graphic communicates to me
that this is actually not enough.
—.DQD+DPDPRWR 3V\FKRORJLVW

ǫǮ
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Reminds me of feeling anxious and always
questioning if what I’m doing is enough or not!
—7DVQLPD7DQ]LP 0XOWLGLVFLSOLQDU\'HVLJQHU

This graphic is satirical in nature. It speaks
to our willingness as humans or perhaps,
more speciﬁcally as Americans to ﬁnd comfort
in complacency.
—Ashlie Norris

Associate Director

I take it quite literally ... that being
kind to one another is more important
than is often assumed.

This graphic signiﬁes a moment when
we realize that a simpler life with less
makes more sense than striving for
a more dynamic life ﬁlled with struggle,
high risk, and hustle. You look around
and realize that a life worth living
is already here and then you accept that
maybe you’re really not extraordinary.
Deep down, you’ll always wonder
what would’ve happened if you had
stuck with your gut and fought harder
for your dreams. However, for now ...
a forced smile gets you through the day.

—.RQVWDQWLQRV1DNRV 3ROLFH2ƅFHU

This trite smiley face is meant
to indicate ‘all’s okay’ or ‘OK!
Good! / Great!’ So, maybe this
is an ironic nod to surrendering
all will or power to oﬀer a more
nuanced response ... or, it is
to admit total overload.
—%HWKDQ\-RKQV 3URIHVVRU

—-RH:LQRJUDG +XPDQ%HLQJ

From Harvey Ball to Wal-Mart to Emojis,
the yellow smiley face has become rather
ubiquitous. Making it instantly recognizable
and versatile. Slippery to deﬁne on its own.
It speaks to me of generic goodwill —
whether that’s a personal message or an
inducement to buy cheap crap depends
entirely on the context. The text extends the
uncertainty. The word ‘maybe’ says to me
that the author is unsure. The word ‘enough’
invites subjectivity of the viewer (enough
what? enough for whom? enough for you?).
The ellipses suggest an open-endedness
that moves both ways.

It means — don’t strive for
the stars, be happy with where
you are. It means be content,
and I hate that.
—/\QGRQ9DOLFHQWL 3ULQFLSDO

—0DWW:L]LQVN\ *UDSKLF'HVLJQHU

It says that kindness and human
decency is all we basically need :)
—0DWWKHZ+RƂPDQ $UWLVW

ǫǰ
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OMG!
$OORIWKRVHLGHDV

,NHU7RWDOO\VDZWKH
KRXVHPXVLFUHIHUHQFH

,WŠVDVWKRXJK0DWW:L]LQVN\
UHDGWKHDUWLFOH-HQ/LHVH
had written and shared when
VKHVDZWKLVVPLOH\

Ok. There is no argument.
,VSHDNIRUP\VHOI

,QIDFW,KDYH
VRPXFKWRVD\

+RZHYHU
each person
hears me
GLƂHUHQWO\

7KHDELOLW\WRGHFLSKHU
messages is based
RQOLWHUDF\)RUYLVXDO
messages it is ones’
YLVXDOOLWHUDF\WKDW

7KLVVHQVHRIOLWHUDF\

GHFRGHVWKHIRUP

YDULHVZLGHO\EDVHG
on one's experiences.
,WDOR&DOYLQRUHIHUV
WRWKLVDVPXOWLSOLFLW\²
Meaning, we each
decode situations
GLƂHUHQWO\EDVHG
XSRQRXULQGLYLGXDO
OLIHH[SHULHQFH



/LHVH-HQQLIHU
1R/DXJKLQJ0DWWHUCabinet
Magazine 6SULQJ

—Nick Adam



&DOYLQR,WDOR
Six Memos for the Next Millennium
&DPEULGJH+DUYDUG8QLYHUVLW\
3UHVV 

ǬǨ

This is what drives
my work. To be speciﬁc,
I’m not interested in
discovering what publics
are saying, or what they
might say. I’m driven
to create graphic form
that through their details
generously embeds rich,
multi-layered meanings
to its publics.

&217(;7
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The gender looks non descriptive
but I consider it male. The action
is walking and the yellow diamond
sign signals slow and caution.
Walk slow and cautiously, man.
—Dee Clements

A standard, neutral ﬁgure,
which actually reads as male.
that appears to be mid-stride,
walking across a street.
—ǋ& 'HVLJQHU$UWLVW

Artist

Looking at this silhouetted ﬁgure,
it seems to be an older man
walking. The pace seems slower ...
due to the stance of the ﬁgure.
—$QX0XUWK\ 9LVXDO'HVLJQHU

Def a male, walking.
—.RQVWDQWLQRV1DNRV 3ROLFH2ƅFHU

The gender is clearly male, and the
action shows a very awkward walk.

Man, walking.
—Iker Gil

—.DQD+DPDPRWR 3V\FKRORJLVW

Architect & Founder

Is this a male ﬁgure
because of what is drawn
or because there are
female ﬁgures
shown in other places
?³

Male walking across the street.
—(PLO\-RQHV ,QWHULRU$UFKLtect

—0LFKDHOǋRFN 'HVLJQHU



5RFN0LFKDHO
Ţ7KH6RFLDO)XQFWLRQRID'HVLJQHUţ
,QWHUYLHZE\1LFN$GDP
This is public work. 7KHVLV5,6'
 3DJH
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$ƂHFW(ƂHFW$HƂHFW(WF

WKHFor the InjuredDGVEODQNHWWKHFLW\RI3URYLGHQFH5,
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We have come to expect to be underwhelmed by
our public spaces. What I see represented in public
is a rather narrow visual range. So much is looking
so similar. It is not that the things we encounter
are being made without skill. The situation today
is quite the contrary to that.
,IHHOOLNH,ŠYHEHHQKHUHJXHVVZKDWFLW\WKLVLV"

Often, it is the public that is forgotten about
in graphic design. On a given project, audiences
might be strategically and tactically targeted,
but rarely does a designer or the commissioner
think beyond their primary audience. Nor is the
work designed to go beyond an intended eﬀect:
to go to the museum, desire to be like these athletes,
get a six inch sub, am I injured? — let’s sue somebody!
Perhaps by considering the artifacts of design as belonging
to the public realm, as being in the public’s possession,
we can begin to elevate the dialogue, and the project,
beyond the ﬁrst-order service that it was commissioned for.
John Dewey’s philosophy on art, presents art not as something special, but as something that takes on a signiﬁcant
role in a person’s daily experience.¹ That through aesthetic
enjoyment, one gains a real understanding of life.

What Dewey says exactly is, ‘In order to understand
the aesthetic in its ultimate and approved forms, one must
begin with it in the raw; in the events and scenes that hold
the attentive eye and ear of [a person], arousing [their]
interest and aﬀording [them] enjoyment as [the person]
looks and listens: the sight that hold the crowd — the ﬁre
engine rushing by ... What Coleridge said of the reader
of poetry is true in its way of all who are happily absorbed
in their activities of mind and body: ‘The reader should
be carried forward, not merely by the mechanical impulse
of curiosity, not by a restless desire to arrive at the solution,
but by the pleasurable activity of the journey itself.’²
Dewey speaks to aesthetic outside of art and
museum and within the daily life, I think of the
design project’s role and participation in creating
our visual landscape and furthering visual culture.
Reconsidering a given design project beyond
its ﬁrst-order, informational and service-based
considerations is an opportunity for design
to participate in another kind of service, one on
a larger scale.
What is the tone of a work? What is its message? How might
it go further, and how can it say more or add something
signiﬁcant to the environments, our experiences, and lives?
Design is, ultimately, public work.

6(&7,211$0(

RIFDUVWRGD\DUHQHXWUDOFRORUVWKLVLVXSIURPLQ

SKLORVRSKHU-RKQ'HZH\ŠVVHPLQDOERRNRQDHVWKHWLFV
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The designer does not work alone, nor does
the client own the work — ownership of the work
is shared across the designers that make it,
the patrons that commission it, and the publics
that engage with it.

Today, with our easy access to design tools,
tutorials, and knowledge, the baseline of design
work is technically highly skilled. We are all
content creators, generating visuals on a daily
basis. The mediocrity I perceive today is less about
skill and more about how similar everything feels.
As we are all now content-creators, with ready
access to tools and instruction, what does
the designer oﬀer that is diﬀerent from this
with respect to content and craft?

ppg is the twenty billion dollar global color conglomerate
that conducts and publishes annual color reports. In their
2017 Car Color Report released on Oct 26, 2017, shows that
76% of North America cars are neutral colors — Black, Silver,
White, or Grey.³ This report also shows that the same colors
make up 77% of the cars in the world. Comparing their 2017
report to the 2014 edition, this percentage is up from 59%.
ppg has also recently announced their 2018 color of the year.
It’s Black Flame, which they describe as ‘statement-making
black.’ How inspirational.
What is the problem with all of this arguably
good-looking stuﬀ? The adjacent possible
of sameness, and the lack of meaning and
intention in its reproduction. This emergence
of visual monoculture is why Jan Tschichold
disbanded his theory of the New Typography,Ɗ
which was absolutist in decree of how to use type.
He came to see the rigidity and sameness,
the lack of formal and conceptual expression
that he initially advocated for, as leading towards
Fascism. It is important to acknowledge that
the Graphic Design ﬁeld did not follow the
New Typography theories lockstep. The popularity
of the theory at the time led to a visual dominance
similar to the kind of visual monoculture we
are experiencing today. What we see inevitably
informs what we make.
The decrease of diverse and meaning-ﬁlled forms in our
public space contributes to a condition and builds an
expectation of sameness. This sameness within visual culture
helps support a context social and political sameness.
And it is here that things sound like what Tschichold feared.

)ǉ$0,1*(66$<

WKHLQIUDVWUXFWXUHRIP\GHVLJQZRUNIRU-RKQ0DXV SJ

DOLJQPHQWVRIOHWWHUIRUPV,GUHZEDVHGRQ(ULF*LOOŠVJXLGHIRUVLJQZULWHUV
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As the Swiss Modernist, Armin Hofmann stated in his essay
My Poster Work, a poster does more than simply supply
information on the goods it advertises; it also reveals
a society’s state of mind. I believe we can extend Hofmann’s
view beyond the idea of the poster to span across all public
facing artifacts of design — billboards, interfaces, etc.

FP$UPLQ+RIPDQQSRVWHUIRU6WDGW7KHDWHU%DVHO

Aeﬀect is constructed through craft. Craft, within my practice,
is not solely based in technical proﬁciency of the execution,
but also in how visual language is conceived and developed.
I develop graphic form through a process of research-based
investigation, analysis, and translation of material-based
evidence in order to connect the design making to the subject
or idea of the work. Through research I uncover inspiration,
and then use these observations and details to construct
speciﬁc visual systems. This requires formal consideration
of the styles, forms, shapes, composition, line-weights,
and measurable units used to construct these complex
systems. This requires new letters, at times entire typefaces,
and in some cases, new technology.
My approach to design resembles building or
engineering, to construct harmonious connections
across the subject and function of the piece.
By focusing the act of making on these formal,
internal logics, I attempt to increase meaning and
intentionality into every maneuver. Embedding
meaning in this way is my method for generating
aeﬀect — an experience for the public.

My project, Here Lyeth, A Monumental Book,
(pg. 297) closely examines the detail,
craft, and ideas of 17 – 18th century New England
gravestones to reveal the ‘design’ intentions
of early u.s. stone carvers. The monumental book
ends by contrasting these empathetic and
passionate executions of the past with the default
face of current online gravestone buying.
Will future archeologist hypothesize that Apple Chancery
was of utmost cultural signiﬁcance? Or will they guess,
correctly, that the designed systems that hearlds eﬃciency
was not designed for meaningful impressions?

What do these default ﬁelds of graves say about
our society? What are the eﬀects of this kind
of mass styling? What does it mean to produce
something with no care? Certainly, these questions
have, the percussive factor of forever with respect
to the emotional subject of our dead and our future
dead selves. More generally, what do these kinds
of mass default options oﬀer us?

&217(;7

Once brought into the world, these kinds of designed
artifacts — the graves, street signs, ironic graphics, books,
posters, billboards, bus-shelter ads, identity systems,
operating systems, websites, books, memes, typography,
apps, dashboards of vehicles — become the surface
by which we negotiate, and know the world. They are
the base layer of our experience, which becomes the reality
that plays a large role in thinking about and shaping
the future. My conversation with Michael Rock (pg. 58)
introduced me to Harvard Law School Professor, Roberto
Unger, who refers to this as ‘formative context’ — how things
start oﬀ as ideas, then evolve to be established routines that
are seemingly self-evident, and then are institutionalized —
tradition becomes law.Ƌ Unger cautions us that what follows
is the idolatry of institutions, where we, as a society, no longer
question what we see. For example the current graves or
the crosswalk sign have become so established, so much part
of what is, that we can no longer see them.

JUDSKLFOLQHDJHRIWKHPDQLQVWLGHVLJQFDQVWLOOEHVHHQ

WKHPRQXPHQWDOERRN,GHVLJQHG  RSHQLQJWR ZLGHDOORZLQJKHDGVWRQHVWREHVKRZQDWIXOOVL]H

METHOD: EFFECT, AFFECT, AEFFECT ETC.

Each member of the public has had a diﬀerent
life experience: this allows them to read each piece
of design diﬀerently. While it is likely no one
ever consciously reads all the connections of
a work completely, I believe that they comprehend
and feel that there is an intention. I refer to this as
aeﬀect — the experiential quality of graphic design.
Aeﬀect is way the design feels and how it makes
one feel. It is in these moments of aeﬀect that
the designer is present through the conscious
choice of an idea or a detail that draws the viewer
in, and elevates the piece beyond the banal and
quotidian things we see most moments of our day.
I design with intention of creating aeﬀect —
perceptible in the overall experience of the work,
even if the signiﬁcance of move is not understood.

Perhaps the pedestrian crossing and children
crossing signs were not intended to read as
masculine in nature, but this tends to be the widely-held perception (pg. 42). English and French
are traditionally default masculine languages —
might our visual language also have gender-based
defaults, like these signs?
This is why I am interested in discussions and demonstrations of formal logic and visual rationalization within
the process of design. Seeing and knowing how something
works and what makes it work elevates the conversation
of making across all participants, and opens up new
moments and methods to intentionally craft the message
and meaning. Might the default masculine presence within
our words and visual language have some connection to
ongoing gender inequality?
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Design, Form, and Chaos
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The 2017 Copenhagen LetterƏ acknowledges technology’s
role in consuming society, ethics; our entire existence.
It calls for a commitment from developers and technologists
to organize and hold each other accountable. With 4,224
signatures as of April 28, 2018, this feels like too narrow
a focus. It is a necessary gesture, but it does not take
a big enough bite out of the issues we face today. Broadening
the focus on design we might be able to have a more critical
discussion on what exactly we all are doing — to think
critically about what we make, how we make it, as well as,
who the patrons are, and the publics who live with it.?
My work on and with the Chicago Police (pg. 112)
explores the visual identity of its force by focusing
on the squad car. The project focuses on the
domestic representation of squad cars, in relation
to international ones. It seems, within the u.s.,
that we are intentionally designing oﬃcers
to appear aggressive, whereas other nations focus
on a visual presence that appears urgent. This
contrast suggests that the u.s. is accelerating
its projection of aggression through its use
of authoritative aesthetics. This is reinforced by
language, with the renaming of the Ford Crown
Victoria as the Ford Interceptor.



%HDWUL]&RORPLQDDQG
0DUN:LJOH\Are We Human?
Notes on an Archaeology of Design.
=XULFK/DUV0¾OOHU3XEOLVKHUV
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Superhumanity: Design of the Self.
0LQQHDSROLV8QLYHUVLW\RI0LQQHVRWD
3UHVV

The project maps the trajectory of this aesthetic model
as expressed across the motion-graphic typology of Breaking
News. In a metamodernist moment, we then are presented
with real-virtual similitude through the rise of ﬁrst-person
shooter games where you select your character based on
which city’s police force you’d like to be on. Once in uniform,
you virtually shoot members of the public.

VFUHHQVKRWIURPGrand Theft AutoZLWKChicago PoliceSOXJLQ

LPDJH,GHVLJQHGRQ$SSOHŠVKLGGHQXQGRIXQFWLRQ

Beatriz Colomina and Mark Wigley, curators of
the 3rd Istanbul Design Biennial, Are We Human?,ƌ
and authors of the subsequently titled book, frame
their focus on Superhumanityƍ as the idea that the
planet itself has been completely encrusted by design
as a geological layer. There is no longer an outside
to the world of design. Design has become the world.
Their argument is that the process and artifacts of design
are typically conceived and engaged in discourse around
service to the human, but that what we must begin to
understand is the impact design has in radically reshaping
the minds and actions of humans.
In the last year, many of the design-leads that
worked on the iPod, iPhone, and iPad have been
speaking out on their lives greatest regret —
releasing these products without further understanding of their consequence in our lives.Ǝ

While these critical discussions of design
and impact at large scale often revolve around
architecture, city planning, industrial design,
and other more tangibly operational ﬁelds,
these conversations do not consider the role
of style, aesthetics and the designed surface.
With regard to complicated societal problems
like police brutality and gun culture, I am not
saying graphic design is ‘the solution’, or even
‘a solution.’ But it is worth considering its role.
Revisiting Hoﬀman’s statement, that a poster reveals
a society’s state of mind, oﬀers a logical basis for
an understanding of how design operates at large-scale.
If a work of design reveals a society’s state of mind,
might it also help shape society's state of mind? If so,
where does that leave the designer who produces the work?
Aesthetics alone is no solution. But it is worth considering
its role, not as a cloak or lens, but as a tool that creates
the reality we see and thereby accept. This is where I identify
the opportunity in my practice as designer, to design
for the public, and for aeﬀect, in an attempt to thoughtfully
participate in humanity.
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are we
leaving
The markings shown on the left are graphic
in nature. They can also be viewed as a form
of diagrammatic narrative. Today, we see them
as documentation of how human life was
once lived, however, that that is a relatively
recent understanding.
From 4200 bc to 500 bc markings like these functioned
as a guide. They informed their publics
of the capacity to navigate water, to catch ﬁsh,
and to use ﬁsh to hunt larger animals.
This marking was recently discovered in 1973 at Norway’s
northernmost point of the Arctic Circle —
Altafjord. Visual language such as this separates
prehistory from history. Across the 3700 years
in which Altafjord was inhabited, these markings
shaped the culture of their publics.

&217(;7

What are the markings made today saying to us?
How might these markings we make be shaping culture?
What will they convey about us 6300 years from now?

Conversations with Rick Valicenti

Before founding R. Valicenti
Design in 1981 in Barrington, Illinois, Rick was
practicing conventional corporate design
and heading toward a career of blandness.ƌ
Michael Bierut Valicenti started out as the
consummate professional. An early triumph
was the lurid and ubiquitous red Helvetica Bold
logo for Chicago’s Jewel supermarket chain;
in his book Emotion as Promotion, Rick surrounds
it with over four dozen similar logos, viewing his
role as the Patient Zero of the gruesome Helvetica
Bold epidemic with a mixture of pride and horror.Ǝ
ǋLFN My on-the-job training as a designer followed
an mfa in photography and two years of agency production
work at Bruce Beck Design.¹¹

ǭǪ
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In the realm of advertising,
Valicenti’s Barrington design ﬁrm, Thirst,
is what snowboarding is to skiing.
Same white stuﬀ, new rules. ¹
ǋLFN Designers (or many of them) everywhere have
been hiding behind their professional practice/process
and extremely well-crafted production values. Rather than
attempt to create real meaningful content for their audience
starved with an appetite for something meaningful;
some ‘human’ contact, these designers have surrendered
their very being as they stand face to face with the challenge
of awakening their audience’s imagination. I suppose
feeling passion would be just too much to ask of the dead. ²
Marla Hart

If graphics are a language,
Rick uses it to Shakespearean levels —
abundance, exuberance and sheer delight
in visual play.Ƌ

Marian Bantjes

SRVWHUIRUWKH/\ULF2SHUDŠVSURGXFWLRQRIShow Boat

ǋRE'HZH\ Remember Thirst?
The bastard child of Lester Beall’s
Dumbarton Farm and Warhol’s Factory? This graphic
design collective led by Rick Valicenti is considered
by many to be iconoclastic, imposing its aesthetic
on hapless clients. The reality is somewhat
more complex.Ɗ
ǋLFN9DOLFHQWL Is there a way that the designer can create
something more compelling or inviting or catalytic, so that
the conversation can be re-inspired and started all over
again?¹² My perfect day shares everything that is the practice
of Graphic Design. Right there alongside the passionate
and the curious. Together we do all we generously can,
to midwife the most thoughtful and meaningful work out
into the world. We respond to the challenges that are
both fun and self-initiated. And when that day is done,
we show up again to do it over in the hope of getting it right.ƍ

FDPSDLJQGHVLJQHGWRLQWURGXFH079ERRNV

This conversation was built from 20 years
of articles, interviews, lectures, and speeches
— only one of which I was active in. Rick Valicenti
was selected for this piece due to his history
and philosophy of experiential thinking
towards graphic design. He describes this as,
ş(YHU\GHVLJQHGDUWLIDFWZHSURGXFHVHWVRXW
to transcend the service it was commissioned
to deliver.’ Rick is a Chicago Designer and
the founding Partner of Thirst, (3st). He is also
a past collaborator turned father-in-law of mine.
This idea of a built dialog is inspired by
Kay Rosen's Constructed Conversation and
Gavin Wade’s technique of Upcycling.

LOOXVWUDWLRQIRU(631PDJD]LQH

Nearly a decade of buttonedup success followed. Valicenti then threw it all
away. After eight years of operating a designas-vendor-operation titled R. Valicenti Design,
he writes, I decided I would build a practice
only for a discerning clientele.Ǝ
ǋLFN I opened the design practice in 1981 with a most
un-inspired title R. Valicenti Design. In 1988, I was compelled
to change the direction of the studio towards creating
art with function, and was seeking out a new moniker. While
in correspondence with Phillipe Starck, he let a typo slip ...
3st instead of 3rd, which inspired the expression I was
looking for: Thirst. Ǝ
Michael Bierut

6WHYHQ+HOOHU

6WHYH+HOOHU

Why do you hate design?ƌ

As much as I take delight
in the presence of great design
in my life and community,
I feel so violated by the shit
that is everywhere; bad design
seems to ooze into culture
at every turn. This is the design
that I hate. It is a reﬂection
of scant respect for those who
must be in contact with it.ƌ

Susan Mathieson It is never ordinary.¹
While style is certainly present in my expressions,
it is both the message and a sidekick to the messenger.
In my case, I am usually very conscious of what style I use,
and in using a particular style I let it speak its legible code
in concert with whatever I am saying. In my work,
style is complicit.ƌ

&217(;7
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Valicenti also is a signiﬁcant ﬁgure
on the international design scene, leading
teams of volunteer designers around the world
to tackle urban problems as part of a group called
Moving Design. He’s leading a team of 20 designers looking at ways to address the problem of
air quality in pollution-clogged Beijing.¹¹
ǋLFN As a designer, not a politician, not an activist,
I wanted to respond to them and give the students an example
of how to move their responses to these issues to a place
that transcends the normal world of graphic design intervention, i.e. infographics, public service announcements,
protest posters. ¹² As a mentor and educator, my perfect day
has me consciously doing all I can to ensure the next generation of designers have laser-focused aim and enough stones
for their slingshot. And as a citizen my perfect day has me
ignoring the request to communicate the messages of
no value. Choosing instead to craft messages of keepsake
and social value.ƍ
$QG\%XWOHU
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Really the big problem
of coming up with a good piece of design is that
it is so unbelievably diﬃcult. And this whole thing
gets even more diﬃcult if you have to come up
with a good piece of design over many years and
in the case of our National Design Award winner
tonight, over many decades. It really becomes
truly crazy impossible if you need to come up
with these good pieces of design in many diﬀerent
directions, many diﬀerent conceptual directions,
many diﬀerent stylistic and formal directions,
and that these directions actually matter.
That they are relevant to the time, that they
remain inﬂuential. I think that I actually know
only one graphic designer in the United States
who has really, truly, been able to pull this oﬀ
over many decades. That is our National Design
Award winner Rick Valicenti.ƍ

6WHIDQ6DJPHLVWHU
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One piece of his reads,
I often wonder if I’ll have anything profound
to say, but to those who look, it’s clear that
he already has.Ƌ
ǋLFN If I may, there are so many better people
out there than me. Please ﬁnd them and enjoy them …
then share them with me!¹³
Marian Bantjes
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True, Thirst often uses archetypal
imagery, loose wordplay, digital illustration,
and collage — a form that is seductive to some,
horrifying to others. But there is no personal style,
Valicenti insists. Just honesty. The work is honest
to the artful process through which it evolves,
honest to the values of its makers. Thirst embraces
provocation to gain attention, communicate,
and instigate change. And Valicenti accepts
himself for what he is: a middle-class surrealist
who has taken a lot of heat from his peers for
preaching from the sidelines of the ﬁeld.Ɗ

ǋRE'HZH\

ǋLFN
The seduction of the big brand name is very real;
the excitement of the phone call from New York or Frankfurt
or Tokyo is quite attractive; the notion of designing a brand
mascot or national advertising image is a thrill. But somewhere along the way the glitter would fade and it would
be just me and the process. I never woke up with a real sense
of purpose or a relationship I could value. So in the end,
if I would not want to have a new client wake up in my house
and share breakfast with my family, why should I give up
my time for them?Ǝ
*UDQWǋLQGHU He throws traditional interpretations of violence aside. ‘Those vehicles for
expression, while they are completely valuable,
I would argue that the public who comes in contact
with them — and we all come in contact with them
every day if we swipe our phones, read a news,
watch any cable television news network —
are numb to those interventions,’ Valicenti says.¹²

Monument MaquetteVFXOSWXUH

I want you to make type.
Like a Peterbilt truck. I want it to collide.¹
ǋLFN I subscribe to the mindset that everything has meaning. That suggests that even the cake’s decoration is to be
taken in as part of the cake’s experience. Sometimes the
frosting on the cake is good to look at and makes the cake;
other times it even satisﬁes one’s taste.ƌ
Peter Sellers
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VXSHUYLVLRQn ƃUVWXVHG
 7KHDFWLRQRUIXQFWLRQRIRYHUVHH
LQJGLUHFWLQJRUWDNLQJFKDUJH
RIDSHUVRQRUJDQL]DWLRQDFWLYLW\
HWF—Oxford English Dictionary
Super VisionLVP\LGHDRIZKDW
DWEHVWDJUDSKLFGHVLJQUHODWLRQVKLS
FDQ\LHOG—a super vision
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Discussion with Michael Rock
Michael Rock is a founding partner and the
Creative Director of 2 × 4 — a global design
consultancy headquartered in NYC. He is also,
he is the director of the Graphic Architecture
Project at Columbia University, Graduate School
of Architecture. I selected Michael for this talk
due to my thesis’s connection to his most recent
lectures and interviews where he shares his
latest interest. A summary of these ideas can be
IRXQGLQWKHWLWOHRIKLV1RYHPEHUşOHFWXUH
at the Berkeley Art Museum — We Must Conjure
Our Gods Before We Obey Them.¹

The second aspect came
out of reading Yuval Noah Harari.Ɗ
Thinking about Harari’s notion
of what made humans human
wasn’t the agricultural revolution,
it was a narrative revolution.

WKH-HZLVK6WDURI'DYLG&KULVWLDQ&URVVDQG&UHVFHQW

5RFNŠV%HUNHOH\$UW0XVHXPOHFWXUHRQ<RX7XEH

The way we formed communities bigger than
the group of people that we actually knew was by accepting
people as part of your social group. This was primarily
done by sharing certain kinds of stories that we agreed on.
To agree upon who was in or out of the group, graphic
elements like jewelry, or amulets, that would signify from
one person to another person that they were part of the clan.
To indicate whether you’re in or out of the group there
was graphic means to depict it. This is necessary because
you can’t recognize strangers by themselves, but through
graphic means you can recognize that you agree on
the same things. This can be seen clearly in religious iconography. When someone puts a cross around their neck
they are signaling that they share the same belief system
as someone else that bears the cross.

Nick Adam Over the last 3 years, the lectures
and articles you are publishing focus on an idea —
The work we make allows people to better understand the world. ² It seems the essence of this
idea is that designers have a role in designing
the world and our reality. Can you share with me
what you believe are the implications of this
and what are some opportunities that designers
might consider?
0LFKDHOǋRFN A lot of my thinking around this has been
shaped by some recent readings. I was trying to deﬁne
a basic question — What is it that designers do? There’s
a couple ways that I’ve been trying to get at this idea.

ǭǰ
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These graphic images allow you to instantly
accept or reject a person. Harari builds this into large-scale
arguments about what is a nation or what is a corporation
or university but an entity founded with a shared belief
system. The shared belief is reﬂected across a series
of designed things like architecture, urban planning,
street design, banners, logos, etc. that constantly reinforce
the unity of a thing that is actually totally ﬁctional.
The organizational systems that we live by are often
told by subtle graphic gestures. Because they are there
all of the time they reinforced themselves in ways that
make them seem real.

FORFNVVROGDW'HVLJQ:LWKLQ5HDFKGHVFULEHGDVWKHEHVWLQPRGHUQGHVLJQ

The ﬁrst was Bruno Latour’s writings³ on the
changing nature of the word design, as well as it’s position
in process. Over the course of nearly 100 years, it has changed
from the end of the process to the beginning. In French,
the word design started oﬀ by meaning the decoration applied
to the project in the ﬁnal steps. So if you are building a thing
you might add a scroll onto it or inscribe it and that would
be the design part of it. Over the course of time, design moved
to the beginning of the process. Instead of saying that it was
an application at the end of the directions it became it became
the how to do something. In the transformation, there are
implications, which rather than seeing designers as a ﬁnisher
they are now an initiator. Today it’s hard to imagine anything
beginning without a design. This is a fairly new idea of what
design is. It started to make me think of how design
can be positioned in terms of what designers are doing.
Michael

The more often they’re represented the more real
they seem. That is the way the systems we live by are enforced:
designers continue to reinforce them. Often this is not
conscious, most people just accept the system. An example
I often give is — if I asked you to design the face of a clock
you likely won’t question that there should be 12 numbers,
you would just accept that this is the system we go by.
A designer could design clock faces their whole life and never
question that this is a ﬁctional way to divide time. The fact is,
we constantly make clocks and that we measure time in this
manner makes it harder to deny that idea.

$',6&866,21:,7+0,&+$(/ǉ2&.
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The third phase Unger calls negative capability.
Which means even the things that seem so necessary
are actually fragile because they’re based on narrative.
These things are open to resistance and re-composition;
there is the ability to overturn them as they are not based on
anything real. For me, this is a clear way to think about
design. What designers do is we create false necessity,
as we formalize narrative relationships. In the example
of the bathroom that I just referenced, not so long ago there
weren’t two bathrooms there were three. Men’s, Women’s,
and Colored. The Colored bathroom wasn’t considered either
male or female. It was a third category. Back then it seemed
as weirdly unnatural to transgress these doors as today people
feel it is weirdly unnatural to rethink the male and female
doors. But the reason they feel natural is that there are doors,
there are rooms, there are signs. The designer at some point
designed those three rooms, the three doors, and the three
signs. Those things make ﬁction reality in that you have
to deal with the physicality of the ﬁction. Just by a person
designing them, it forces the category to be true.

$UH:H+XPDQ"1RWHVRQDQ$UFKDHRORJ\RI'HVLJQ

So if something has been done a certain way for
a given amount of time it, becomes the way you want it done,
and it’s then diﬃcult to overturn it. Most things don’t have
rational beginnings, they have traditional ones and then they
solidify into forms we institutionalize.
Out of that comes the second phase Unger uses
which is false necessity. Where we start to feel these things
are necessary they simply been around so long that we can’t
imagine it another way. Unger calls this the idolatry of
established institutions. When something is established we
often choose not to overturn it because life is comfortable.
This is most clearly seen in the recent bathroom debates.
Many people in our nation are comfortable with that division
so we live by that division. When someone suggests that
division may be artiﬁcial and we can invent a new one there’s
a lot of push-back because someone, earlier, had already
decided that it was a necessity.

This feels connected to the Vision and Valueƌ
series. In Education of Vision, György Kepes,
stated that, Every human transforms the visual
signals that they receive into structured, meaningful entities. And that the person’s capacity to read
their environment determines the quality of their
life. During my ﬁrst semester at risd, your article
on bathroom icons, The Accidental Power of Designƍ
was published in the New York Times. Shortly after
reading it, I began noticing the crosswalk sign,
the ones that are on every block of every street in
every city of the U.S. To me, the icon’s weighting
in the shoulders and thighs seem to be masculine
qualities. This had me think of the pervasiveness
of visual and verbal default masculine language
and their unconscious inﬂuence on inequality.
Perhaps the formal idea may not have been
to put a man on the sign, however, this is often
how the sign is read.
Michael And a great question to ask — is this is a male
ﬁgure because of what is drawn or because there are female
ﬁgures shown in other places? There are lots of readings
we can have of these things, whether it’s patriarchal or
representative of a system of power. We can critique and
analyze the system without even looking at the politics
because the system is everywhere. There are many diﬀerent
types of power structures that are embedded into the things
we make. There is nothing that’s free from politics. All design
is ideological in that way, as it represents the prevailing
culture of the time. A diﬀerent icon on the crosswalk
might work, but it wouldn’t be absent of politics. It would
contain the ideology of the culture that created it.
Nick

6HJUHJDWHGSXEOLFUHVWURRPVIURP

The third thing I’m reading
connected to my recent thoughts
is Harvard Law School’s brilliant
Professor Roberto Unger.Ƌ He talks
about formative context — primarily
in legal terms, but it has strong
applications in respect to design.
Formative context basically states
the things that start oﬀ as routine
become traditions, and evolve over
time into things that are seemingly
self-evident, coherent, established,
institutionalized. This is basically
the idea that tradition becomes law.

Nick By true you are speaking to the idea being
physically realized — a solid that becomes
undeniably part of our world? That somehow
the physical manifestation of the idea makes the
general public simply accept the idea?

Well, it is this notion
of designers solidifying ﬁctions
that strikes me as what designers
do. Solidifying ﬁction makes
it usable in the world. Fiction
becomes functional for us —
typically, in hopes of making
the world easy for us to navigate
and to use. A form of convenience
and a form of meaning that we
come to understand the world by.

I often refer to a quote from Beatriz Colomina
and Mark Wigley from their 2017 Istanbul Design Biennial
publishing, Are we human?Ǝ They say the planet has been
encrusted in design. That there is now a geological layer.
I like this metaphor. You can think of the earth as being
a crust and on top of that is another — a design crust.
This design crust is as factual as the earth underneath it.
But the design crust is the one that we negotiate every day.
They go on to say that there’s basically nothing left that
is undesigned. Even the things that are seemingly wild
or are untouched are that way because we decided it,
we designed the edge or the border. So they are as designed
as anything else, and we have to negotiate it.

7+,6,638%/,&:2ǉ.
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Michael

So what we have is this Earth and crust that has
layers of systematic design on top of it. At times we see
evidence of design systems that have been discarded and are
no longer useful to us. Ones that were meaningful at one
time but are no longer meaningful to us now. Design is very
incomplete in how it is applied. You can see this in systems
of marking that are no longer relevant to us now but you see
bits and pieces. We keep building design on top of design
which is now the subset of what we are making. We’re not
building on top of pure earth anymore. We are building
on top of design that already exists and we just keep building
more design systems on top of design systems.
Nick Do you see the crust that design creates
as more of a cloak or a lens in which we all come
to see the world by?
Michael It’s certainly not a cloak in the sense that it hides
something, that which is real. Cloak suggests a covering
of something that’s more real than it. This crust that design creates is the IT. The thing we make is our reality. It’s a
mistake to believe that there is a pure experience. The world
is a world of our own construction. Design is constantly
working to add or subtract to it. As you design you both
remove and add — you’re often replacing something that was
there to make it better and improve its functionality or use or
empathy. Design in general attempts to alleviate a problem
or improve a situation. Design is optimistic in this way, even
though it often fails at this. But that is the heart of design—
it’s an attempt to ameliorate a situation.
Nick As we come to see that it is the designer
who creates the surfaces that we understand
and navigate the world by, what do you see
as the designer’s responsibility to the publics
that engage with the work?

My basic question—what is
it that a designer does?—Leads you
to a larger question: what is the social
function of the designer? In terms of—
what is it that they provide to
the community or to the planet?
Michael

Earlier, when I spoke about the clock face ...
designers can easily go about design without questioning
the underlying assumptions of something. I would say
at least 90% of designers today do just that. They accept
the world as it is and simply add to it. The most signiﬁcant
design steps back and asks deeper questions. Then it exposes
totally diﬀerent ways of thinking about something. As the
designer questions principles, this is where we get paradigm
shifts, real changes. It allows us to see the ﬁctions by which
we are living. Harari would say this will be problematic —
if design is based on ﬁctional stories, sooner or later a design
will collide with another ﬁctional story that contradicts it,
and then we will have to rethink it. One thing is certain:
the prevailing ﬁction will be replaced by a newer one, a new
way of thinking.
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As we are saying that one of the designer’s
responsibilities is to question underlining
assumptions, it seems important for designers
to ﬁrst understand the power and inﬂuence that
their presence and their work has. How might
more designers see this?
Michael It’s an extremely complicated relationship.
Most designers are a node in a network of relationships
that rely on being maintenance to the myth or to the ﬁction,
not undermining it. In most relationships, the point
of the designer is to reinforce the myth. That is basically
the entire business of branding — to codify the myth and
give it visual containers. The visualization of the story —
that is the business of design. There are only certain times
where there is an opportunity to overcome this.
Nick
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Nick As designers become more familiar with
their role and the function of their work
with respect to the publics that it engages with,
what do you see is the importance of creating
work that is diﬀerent from its surroundings
and is perhaps more meaningful or more capable
of transmitting rich stories through itself ?
Michael When design allows its publics to think diﬀerently
or experience something diﬀerent, enjoy in a diﬀerent way,
or occupy space in a diﬀerent way, this is design that works
well. This is the type of work that makes you conscious
of the world around you; that interaction with it gives
you pleasure. The work of the designer is to be in dialog
with the world. To bring the world ease, care, eﬃciency,
and happiness. Design is not only about overturning,
as there is an aspect that is about being empathic, helpful,
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and caring. Making the world more interesting, more caring,
more intellectually stimulating ... is how a design can make
the world a better place.
TXLFN5DQG'OHWWHUPDNLQJ,PDGHLQ.HHWUD'L[RQŠVFormworksFODVV

The people that are creating design work
as we just discussed—that allow its publics to
see the ﬁctions and provide new and alternative
ways of seeing—do you see this as the role
Barthes described of the mythologist? That the
mythologist duty is to demystify reality?
Michael The older versions of semiology, in the way
that Barthes talked about had a political intent to demask
systems of power. Barthes uses a quotation reference —
in describing whatever you look at is a series of references
to something else. His thought was if one could untangle
those lines, they could understand the power relationships
underneath them. The way that I’m talking about it is
a little diﬀerent. I’m saying we have accepted that this power
relationship is inextricably linked to the things themself,
and you can’t untangle them because they are supported
by other ones. The question then — is there a central point
that can be revealed or is there only a network of relationships? This would imply that you can shift where you are
in the network, but that you cannot get beyond the network.
This is the problem that everyone in the world is grappling
with at the moment. Is there an outside?
Nick

By understanding the way
design works—that it reinforces
ﬁctional realities a designer
can perhaps do a better job
as they better understand their
role and the design’s function.
I’m not saying that reinforcing
ﬁctional realities is bad. My point
is that this is important work.
It is through design work that
we negotiate the world — it is
how we understand the world.
Without this work, it’s diﬃcult
to perform any activity at all.
By understanding the means,
and the ability to manipulate that,
the designer can perform the role
in a more meaningful, perhaps,
radical way. Rather than a designer
acting unconsciously in what
they are doing, they are conscious
and can take a more positive role
in their-ﬁction making function.
It is perhaps then that the designer
can exploit the role for other means.

Nick The way I’ve been thinking about design
work that it does this is through the uniﬁcation
of the ideas of aﬀect and eﬀect. That through
graphic form they can be joined as a singular idea.
I’m not certain how to pronounce this, but,
I’ve best described this through those two ideas
creating one word, aeﬀect — the way something
feels is how it works.
Michael I think that is a reasonable way to think about it,
that the aﬀect and eﬀect can become kind of simultaneous.
A great goal for a designer would be to unify those two things,
to make them coherent together. The way something works
and the way something feels is closely linked. Investigating
how those to things can come together is important.

We live in a great moment
where there is so much opportunity
for designers to have integral roles
in the way the world works. This has
been increasing over time. There is
a diﬀerent scale now because of
technology, general awareness,
the importance of communication
— graphic designers are in this
sudden renaissance of how they
can aﬀect the world. It’s something
we all should really embrace rather
than shy away from.
Nick It seems to me, through all we have been
talking about today, that there is a constant thread.
That the opportunity of a designer to practice
in a manner responsible to its publics’ is to not see
their task as solely yielding a thing, but as a thing
that has the ability to greatly eﬀect its publics’ lives.
Perhaps, as designers, we can begin to see the
amount of authority the role of the designer has.
I certainly don’t mean this in a negative manner,
or to underplay the role as a generous collaborator.
I mean this to say, across the multi-tiered networks
and relationships of a project the designer holds
a key position — that is someone that understands
the nuanced codes of the design and someone
that play an integral part actualizing the idea into
the world. Designers have many important choices
to make. they can choose to engage, to speak up,
to join in, and to frame conversations during
the design process. Through these acts designers
can communicate and persuade what should
or shouldn’t be considered.

Yes. I really do believe that.
There are a lot of very diﬀerent ways
one can be in the world. Designers
have a choice to pro-actively engage.
Michael

It’s urgent that we do so.
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An Instrument for Vision
What is graphic design anyway? This felt like
a fair question to begin my graduate studies
LQWKHIDOORI
/RRNLQJWRWKHSDVW,FDPHDFURVVDHGLWLRQ
of Printing Art Quarterly. The contents define
graphic design simply — an inventive voice
of industry and commerce. What is it today?
This is how many outside of design still discuss
it, as work in service to the client’s business.
This often excludes any idea of inventiveness.
Setting out to further understand and define my own
point of view, I focused on the conversations
JRLQJRQLQ6WXGLRDQG6HPLQDUWKHUHDGLQJV
DQGP\SUHYLRXVSUDFWLFH7KHFDWHJRULHV
of Aristotle’s Organon were used to analyze
DQGGHILQHLGHDV(DFKFDWHJRU\LVUHSUHVHQWHG
on a single card with a front and a back.
Through simple, disciplined, typographic maneuvers,
each card visually enacts my definition in
two different ways. The fronts are imaginative,
like a diagrammatic narrative, focusing on affect
to introduce the idea. The backs bring additional
context, defining the idea.
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the substance of
graphic design is
communication
(

PRED I CAT ED BY )

IURQWRIFDUGDWVFDOH

Form is a vehicle for ideas — capable of transporting
moments, memories, and messages across people,
space, and time. ¶ Graphic design’s beginnings were
the Upper Paleolithic, impressionistic cave paintings
of over 40,000 years ago. Formal advancements resulted in Egyptian hieroglyphs and the Phoenician
alphabet. While the 1000 years of Dark Ages nearly
removed our capacity to produce visual language
— the marked surface and its meaning outlasted. ¶
Evolving from Gutenberg the heraldic symbols of the
17th century, graphic design today is closely related
to the visual communications of 19th century Europe,
however, as a practice and its visual appearance
more closely resembles that of Swiss & American
Modernism of 1930-1955.
“Designers are coming to have sympathy with,
& an understanding of, the vital demands of those
R u s s e l l T. S a n f o r d ,
Publicity Chairman,
who pay their fees … It is in that accomplishment
The Society of
that the designer is arriving at this proper job in the
Ty p o g r a p h i c A r t s
August 1937
scheme of things, which is to sell goods.”
The 1937 edition of Printing Art Quarterly, shows
Graphic Design as it was — technically a feat, tactically
simple. While some visual cues remain today, this
was simply our beginning. Today’s designer operates
their practice with ease in accessing all of history
and an ever expanding advanced set of tools.

(

the affection of
graphic design is
to make known
(

TO SUFFER OR UNDERGO )
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to make known

its products
designer, graphic designer,
ux designer, ui designer,
design manager, design director,
design strategist,
strategy director, art director,
creative director, creative agency,
agency, ad agency, design agency,
design department, design ﬁrm,
design studio, identity design,
type design, book design,
editorial design, collateral design,
package design, poster design,
website design, interaction design,
exhibition design, graphic design,
graphics, & design

people

designer
graphic designer
digital designer
ux designer
ui designer
design manager
design director
design strategist
strategy director
art director
creative director
creative

the quantity of
graphic design
is its products
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creative agency
agency
ad agency
design agency
design ﬁrm
design department
design studio
studio
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graphics
design
creative
branding
advertising
digital
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not to sell,
to solve,
or to save
the world

(

things

promptdesign
briefdesign
curiousitydesign
desiredesign
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public

public public public public
public public public public
public

public
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public
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public

public
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absolutely
everywher
all over

public public public public
public public public
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the place of
graphic design
is public
(

( WHERE )

WHERE )
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06 relation
ours

ourshishers
ourshishers
theirsourshisherstheirsourshis
herstheirsourshisherstheirsours
ourshisherstheirsourshishers
theirsourshisherstheirsourshis
herstheirsourshisherstheirsours
ourshisherstheirsourshishers
theirsourshisherstheirsourshis
herstheirsourshisherstheirsours
ourshisherstheirsourshishers
theirsourshisherstheirsours
the relation of
graphic design
is ours.
( TOWARD SOMETHING )

“There was a big high wall there
that tried to stop me. The sign was
painted, said ‘Private Property.’
But on the backside, it didn’t say
nothing. This land was made
for you and me.”

Guthrie’s classic folk song brings attention to public
communications and their inﬂuence on the state of
the public. Within these designed messages he ﬁnds
an identity and an opportunity to respond within
the under-considered. Guthrie’s response is about
rebellion and freedom. While he refers to the backside
of the signs to be ours, it is the frontside that brought
him to this conclusion. ¶ The frontside of all messages
assemble our visual landscape. Knowingly or not,
these messages prompt us to react in one way or
another. This relationship is one that inﬂuences and
crafts of our point of view. ¶ By understanding this
relationship, the keen graphic designer can advance
the viewers thoughts.
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in graphic design
the state of
graphic design
is crisis.
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the position of
graphic design
is updating
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is now
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ƻRDG6WDQGDUG
In my talk with Michael Rock on the social
function of designers, he said that it is
the designer’s duty to question underlying
assumptions. This is a hard thing to do,
as systems of the world tend to be ubiquitous,
making them seem unquestionable.
Perhaps a road to questioning that which seems
solid starts by demonstrating the malleability
of systems. Road Standard is a municipallike typeface intended as a tool for designers.
Through use, it demystifies the authority
of municipal signage, and challenges its
presumed legitimacy.
This typestyle is in a category of visual language
I call necessary signage, which consist
of symbols and signs that guide us through
the world in safe, considerate manners.
They’ve been designed to be read instantly
DQGIROORZHGH[SOLFLWO\Ş<
 ,(/'6723
'2127(17(5HWF
Beyond their first-order messages, these signs have
things to say about us. While the crosswalk
signs tell us people cross here, a deeper read
can occur when we interrogate the symbol —
a man in stride.
ǯǮ
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60
30MPH

90
45MPH

WKHVSHFLPHQVKHHWVLQFOXGHGVL]HDQGVSHHGGHWDLOVDVVSHFLILHGLQWKHManual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices 087&'
DWQLQHW\LQFKHVWDOOWKLVW\SHLVOHJLEOHDWVSHHGVXSWRIRUW\ILYHPLOHVSHUKRXU
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120
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Fantasy, Reality, Interceptor
While working with an archive of photos
I collected as part of a Chicago Police project,
I noticed a grouping that stood out as incredibly
problematic. This group contains images
of Ford’s aggressively art-directed and designed
marketing graphics, which are used to entice
police forces to purchase Ford Interceptors.
Using Illustrator’s image trace function I maintained
the images’ content while quickly translating
them into a Bande Dessinée, the Franco-Belgian
comics style synonymous with the comic book
aesthetic. Simplifying the photos allows the viewer
of these images to focus less on the colors and
backgrounds there by highlighting what ends up
reading as an overly aggressive subject matter.
Perhaps we are designing our police to be more
aggressive? Ford rebranded their Crown Victoria
as the InterceptorLQWRFDWHUWRWKH3ROLFH
PDUNHWDVWKH\ZLVKWREHVHHQZDVWKH
first year that we changed from the Crown Victoria
to the Police Interceptor. We wanted a bold,
DJJUHVVLYHVW\OHVDLGRQH2KLRRIILFHUDIWHUKLV
vehicle's graphics won a design competition,
sponsored by the law enforcement publication
company Hendon Media Group. It seems are
even awarding this aggressiveness.
ǰǰ
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FPZHOWIRUPDWSRVWHUFRPSRVHGRIYLJQHWWHV

WKLVYHUVLRQRIWKHSRVWHUZDVFRPPLVVLRQHGE\WKH&KLFDJR'HVLJQ0XVHXPIRUWKHLUH[KLELWLRQGreat Ideas of Humanity
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Great Ideas of Humanity at
the Chicago Design Museum

LQWKHVDPHURZWRWKHOHIWRIP\SRVWHU,YDQ&KHUPD\HƂUHGHVLJQHGDSRVWHUKHFUHDWHGGHFDGHVHDUOLHUDVSDUWRIWKHRULJLQDOFDPSDLJQ

7KH&KLFDJR'HVLJQ0XVHXP
LQFRQVXOWDWLRQZLWKGHVLJQKLVWRULDQ
9LFWRU0DUJROLQDQGPRGHUQPDVWHU
-RKQ0DVVH\H[SDQGHG&&$ŠV
&RQWDLQHU&RUSRUDWLRQRI$PHULFDŠV 
Great Ideas of Western Man
UHLPDJLQLQJWKHVWXQQLQJFDPSDLJQ
DVGreat Ideas of Humanity
&RPPLVVLRQHGWRGHVLJQDSRVWHU
UHVSRQGLQJWR+HQUL%HUJVRQŠVTXRWH
WKHSUHVHQWFRQWDLQVQRWKLQJPRUH
WKDQWKHSDVWDQGZKDWLVIRXQGLQ
WKHHƂHFWZDVDOUHDG\LQWKHFDXVH
,IHOWWKHLGHDRIDJJUHVVLYHQHVV
EHJHWWLQJIXUWKHUDJJUHVVLYHQHVV
FRXOGƃWZHOO

WKHH[KLELWLRQRSHQHGRQ$SULO

1HZZRUNVZHUHFUHDWHG
IRUWKHUHLPDJLQHGFDPSDLJQ
E\RYHUGHVLJQHUVLQFOXGLQJ
WKHODWH,YDQ&KHUPD\HƂ
3DXOD6FKHU'RXJODVV6FRWW
&DURO5RVV%DUQH\-LOO\6LPRQV
*DLO$QGHUVRQ%DUW&URVE\
-DPHV*RJJLQ7DQQHU:RRGIRUG
&RG\+XGVRQ5HLQD7DNDKDVKL
P\VHOIDQGPDQ\RWKHUV

ǱǮ
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A Bold Fight
It seems to me that the people least interested
in working to reverse the effects of climate change
are also those most likely to support defenseinitiatives and war. For this project, I borrowed
the aesthetic of war propaganda to suggest
that perhaps war is what we need — a war against
FOLPDWHFKDQJHDQGDILJKWIRURXU(DUWK
5HPHPEHUHGZHOODVWKHFRYHULPDJHRIbWKHWhole Earth
CatalogWKHILUVWFRORUSKRWRRI(DUWKLVVDLG
to have brought silence to all viewers. This image
is credited with helping to slow nuclear proliferation
and catalyzing the environmental movement.
8VLQJWKLVVDPHLPDJHRIWKH(DUWK,KDYHUHFRORUHG
it to visually reference the heat maps used widely
in weather reports.
To get the lettering to feel like the right combination
of Military and pop-culture Hollywood, I drew nearly
50 stylistic variations, and then created a custom
W\SHIDFH2IWHQZKHQGHVLJQLQJOHWWHUV,KDYH
to design the letters that will not be used to ensure
that the letters that will be are indeed ‘truthful’
to their ‘universe.’
The ‘HT’ ligature felt poster-like in how it looks tooled,
crafted, and intentional. This kind of dramatic
connection inspired a series of two- and threecharacter ligatured glyphs.
Ǳǰ
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WKHVH:LOG:HVWUHYHUVHFRQWUDVWOHWWHUVORRNHGWRR1LQWHQGR

WU\LQJLWZLWKRXWWKHUHYHUVHVODQWVWLOOLVQŠWZRUNLQJ

WKHVHZHUHDOOVLPSO\IDLOLQJ

UHPRYLQJWKHOHIWVHULIRIWKH7ZDVKHOSIXO

VWLOOWRRPXFKRIDQELWGLJLWDOIHHO

DIWHUDEDQGRQLQJWKHUHYHUVHFRQWUDVWORZFRQWUDVWZDVIDLOLQJWRR

:KLOH,GRQRWLQFOXGHWKHSURFHVV
IRUPRVWSURMHFWVLQWKLVERRN
P\SURFHVVLQYROYHVIHYHULVKLWHUDWLYH
VNHWFKLQJRIOHWWHUVDQGOD\RXW
7KLVLVDVPDOOFROOHFWLRQRIOHWWHULQJ
GUDZQIRUWKHSRVWHUWKDWOHDG
WRWKHFUHDWLRQRIDUREXVWW\SHIDFH
UHYHUVHVODQW FRQWUDVWIRUUHYHUVLQJFOLPDWHFKDQJH—
QRWZRUNLQJ

ǩǨǨ
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LQVFDOLQJWKHW\SHDFURVVWKHWKUHHOLQHVD)LERQDFFLVHTXHQFHZDVXVHGWRFUHDWHERWKKDUPRQ\DQGLPSDFW

ƃQDOSRVWHUFP
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XQVXUHRIZKDWZRXOGZRUNIRUWKHSRVWHUORZHUFDVHOHWWHUIRUPVZHUHGUDZQ
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fj ft gh ff ﬁ ffi ffj UTH STR

POST POSTTRUST
VRPHRIWKHORZHUFDVHOLJDWXUHV

WKUHHFKDUDFWHUOLJDWXUHV

SW Bold Fight VHWLQXSSHUFDVHZLWKOLJDWXUH

TRUTH
SW Bold Fight VHWZLWKWKUHHFKDUDFWHUOLJDWXUH

ET HT IT NT ST TH TR Ti
DVHOHFWLRQRIXSSHUFDVHOLJDWXUHV

ǩǨǮ
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POSTTRaUmaTiC STRESS
SWBold FightZLWKQHJDWLYHOHDGLQJ
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AaBbCcDdEeFf
GgHhIiJjKk
LlMmNnOPpQq
RrSsTtUuV
W w X Y y anD & Z
Bold FightXSSHUFDVHDQGORZHUFDVHDOOKLWWKHFDSKHLJKWDOORZLQJFDPHOFDVHVHWWLQJOLNHLQWKHH[DPSOHRIşDQGŠULJKWDERYHWKLVOLQH

1234567890%
+$−¢±£=¤× ¥÷
½ ⅓ ⅔ ¼¾⅕
⅖ ⅗ ⅙⅚ ⅛⅜
⅝ ⅞ 2⁄9 4⁄9 5⁄9 8⁄9
Bold FightQXPHUDOVLQFOXGHDIXOOVXLWHRIIUDFWLRQV

DIS - ORDER!
WKHRYHUVKRRWRQWKHSXQFWXDWLRQLVH[DJJHUDWHGIRUHPSKDVLV
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IT’S Only 4°

SWBold FightZLWKOLJDWXUHVSXQFWXDWLRQDQGXVHRIV\PERO

VFLHQWLVWVSUHGLFWDGHJUHHVVKLIWLQJOREDOWHPSE\WKHHQGRIWKHFHQWXU\

PaRIS?

CRISIS!
(39.2°F)

SWBold FightVHWZLWKFDPHOFDVH

·¡ ! ¿ ? , : ; ( ) { } [ ] ’’
SWBold FightSXQFWXDWLRQ
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Serve + Protect

A Police Proposal
Graphic design will not solve Police related
problems, but its role should be looked at critically.
$FURVVRQHZHHNLQWKHVXPPHURI,SDUWQHUHG
ZLWKDQ2IILFHURIWKH&KLFDJR3ROLFH'HSDUWPHQW
(CPD) in submitting graphics for squad cars
on behalf of a request for proposals. I was interested
as I was alarmed — might Chicago follow other
police departments with a trendy aggressive look?
I asked an officer I knew if they’d be interested
in talking to inform a proposal that his station
could consider presenting. Rather than talking
about design and graphics, I spoke with him
on life as an officer and his point-of-view
on the relationship of the Public and the Police.
2XUWDONVLQIRUPHGDGHVLJQV\VWHPDQGSURSRVDO
ten pages of urgent aesthetic design, with forty
pages of front matter research creating a story
of North America’s aggressive aesthetics
and the Public’s pre-escalated tension of officers
as warriors. His station focuses on de-escalation
tactics and they were on-board.
The proposal was denied by the Superintendent,
but, designing the car was not my goal. My intent
was to exert influence via design, to shift the thinking of the person who determines whether the
Police force will follow Ford’s gestapo-like gesture.
ǩǩǪ
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1

2

Serve + Protect examines the visual presence of America's p o l i c e by focusing on

their most ubiquitous asset, the squad car. The research and proposed identity published

here were developed in response to a June 2017, Request For Proposals (rfp) from Eddie

Johnson, Superintendent of the Chicago p o l i c e Department (cpd). While the work

was created by focusing on issues facing Chicago’s p o l i c e force and its residents,

the principles and ideas expressed here are intended to help advance the dialog concerning

3

all p o l i c e Departments and their relationship with the publics they serve.

1
2

3

This title references the ‘We Serve and Protect’
slogan found on p o l i c e squad cars.
Throughout this publication, the term p o l i c e
will be intentionally set in a style that mimics how
it appears in our public realm—in all-caps.
This page alone starts to demonstrate the otherness
in which we treat and perceive this word.

WKHIRRWQRWHVVSHDNWRWKHGHVLJQPDQXHYRUVŠSXUSRVH

ǩǩǬ
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This work takes most seriously the complexity of issues between the p o l i c e and

the public. In no manner does this body of work, nor its creators believe that graphic design

can solve these issues alone. The identity of the p o l i c e like that of all entities is

complex, informed by actions, context, words, and appearance. Based upon their style and

aesthetic, graphic forms are capable of carrying both tone and meaning; at the same time,

meaning is projected upon these forms, based upon historic and current context. These

6

factors deﬁne any identity and must be considered when beginning a design project.

6

The proposed identity in this publication considers
both the formal and contextual meaning based on
historic and current times.

WKHXQGHUOLQHUHIHUHQFHVWKH3ROLFHŠVXVHRIWKHSKUDVHWKLQEOXHOLQHWKDWVXJJHVWZKDWVHSDUDWHVWKHPIURPWKHSXEOLF

ǩǩǮ
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Police + Public

The Relationship
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On May 18th 2015, the us Department of Justice released its Final Report of the President’s

4

Task Force on 21st Century Policing. The Task Force was assembled to study the relationship

5

between the p o l i c e and the community. The core ideas and action items on the

need for Building Trust and Legitimacy have been widely praised by p o l i c e depart-

ments, community organizations, and academic law institutions. Excerpted on the following

pages is the introduction to the Executive Summary, and the introduction to the ﬁrst pillar

6

that the Task Force deﬁned to ‘bring long-term improvements to the ways law enforcement

agencies interact with and bring positive change to their communities.’
10-06-2014

Huffington Post

12-10-2014

Huffington Post

11-24-2015 Time Magazine

4

5
6

Police + Public

Building Public Trust

23

Police + Public

Building Public Trust + Legitimacy

Executive Summary: Trust between law enforcement agencies and the people they protect and

Pillar 1: Building trust and nurturing legitimacy on both sides of the

serve is essential in a democracy. It is key to the stability of our communities, the integrity of

public divide is the foundational principle underlying the nature of relations between the

12-01-2015

CBS News

12-03-2015

p o l i c e /

25

Police + Public

p o l i c e and the public they serve. Decades of research and practice support the

recent events that exposed rifts in the relationships between local p o l i c e and the

premise that people are more likely to obey the law when they believe that those who are

1

2

Law enforcement culture should embrace a guardian mindset

6

Agencies should consider the potential damage to public trust

7

Agencies should track the level of trust in p o l i c e by their

8

Agencies should strive to create a workforce that contains a broad

when implementing crime ﬁghting strategies.

Law enforcement agencies should acknowledge the role of policing

Executive Order establishing the Task Force on 21st Century Policing. The President charged

on those whom they believe are acting in procedurally just ways. Pillar 1 seeks to provide

communities just as they measure changes in crime.

to the promotion of community trust.
3

enforcing it have authority that is perceived as legitimate. The public confers legitimacy only

New York Times

Task Force’s Recommendations to Law Enforcement Agencies:

in past and present injustice + discrimination and how it is a hurdle

communities they protect and serve, on December 18th 2014, President Obama signed an

09-05-2016

Building Public Trust + Legitimacy

to build public trust + legitimacy.
our criminal justice system, and the safe and eﬀective delivery of policing services. In light of

Chicago Tribune

The report called for more data on p o l i c e
shootings and on civilians' attitudes toward the
p o l i c e, as well as, the removal of policies
that reward p o l i c e who produce more
arrests and convictions.
The Task Force's eleven members include law enforcement
oﬃcials, civil rights activists, and academics.
The introduction to the ﬁrst pillar of the Final Report
is on page 26.

range of diversity including race, gender, language, life experience,

Agencies should establish a culture of transparency + accountability

and cultural background to improve understanding + eﬀectiveness

in order to build public trust + legitimacy.

in dealing with all communities.
4

Agencies should promote legitimacy internally within the

5

Agencies should proactively promote public trust by initiating

organization by applying the principles of procedural justice.

9

Law enforcement agencies should build relationships based on trust
with immigrant communities. This is central to overall public safety.

the Task Force with identifying best practices and oﬀering recommendations on how policing

focused recommendations on building this relationship.

positive nonenforcement activities to engage communities

— The President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, 2015

that typically have high rates of investigative and enforcement

7

practices can promote eﬀective crime reduction while building public trust.
involvement with government agencies.
09-09-2016

New York Times

12-02-2017

Chicago Tribune

09-17-2016

7

Chicago Tribune

05-17-2017 The Washington Post

The Task Force’s practical recommendations for agencies
to promote legitimacy is on page 26.

QHZVVWRULHVRQSKRQHVZHUHXVHGDVDWDFWLWWRGHPRQVWUDWHWKHSXEOLFSHUFHSWLRQVRIWKH3ROLFH

ǩǩǰ
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Trust + Force

Aesthetic of Chicago Squad Car
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Trust + Force

Aesthetic of Chicago Squad Car

35

To understand what may be appropriate in establishing a new look (or tone) of a squad car,

the design approach must work to understand the presence of the p o l i c e and their

Dodge Monaco, 1975

Photo: Blues Brothers

Minivan, mid-2000’s

Photo: William Widmer

relationship with the public they serve. This can happen by looking at recent and historic

p o l i c e related events, locally and nationally. The graphic style of the squad car holds
Ford Interceptor, 2017

Photo: Chicago Tribune

Ford Interceptor, 2013

Photo: Scott Olson

a direct connection to the p o l i c e related events of the 70’s, 80’s, 90’s, 00’s, and
Ford Crown Victoria, mid-2000’s

Photo: CBS

Forensic Vehicles, 2008

Photo: Scott Olson

10

10’s. These are the graphics of the Chicago’s Midnight Crew, the oﬃcers that tortured 100’s

11

of innocent citizens in the 1980’s, they are the graphics that brought 7,185 people to the

12

Homan Blacksite.

10

11

12

From 1972 to '91 p o l i c e Commander Jon Burge
was in charge of a brutal group of rogue detectives called
the Midnight Crew, known for their torture of suspects.
May of 2017, the Chicago Torture Justice Center opened
it's doors to assist individuals and communities heal
from p o l i c e violence.
A 2015 Guardian lawsuit exposed the cpd active blacksite
that had tortured and detained 7,185 without any records
of who was detained.

Ford Crown Victoria, 1986

Chevy Impala, 1977

Ford Crown Victoria, mid-2000’s

Photo: SJC.Utah.gov

Photo: Scott Olson

Ford Interceptor, 2013

Photo: Body Camera

Photo: Scott Olson

WKHSURSRVDOEULQJVDWWHQWLRQWKDWDFURVVWKH\HDUVWKDWWKHVHJUDSKLFVKDYHEHHQXVHGWKH&3'KDVKDGDOHJDF\RIWRUWXUHDEXVHDQGXVHRIEODFNVLWHV
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America's Aesthetic of Authority
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Trust + Force

America's Aesthetic of Authority

Looking at the graphics of every p o l i c e vehicle in the United States, it seems that

Waterford, Michigan

Photo: Ford.com/Interceptor

Pittsburgh Pennsylvania

Photo: Wiki Commons

every American p o l i c e vehicle has taken a similar approach to the graphics. The

Default of Authority

p o l i c e cars, these articulations are part of

the same visual language. Literally describing a series of p o l i c e cars can further

CSD-1051

Mock-up: Vinyl Graphics Police Division

CSD-1045

Mock-up: Vinyl Graphics Police Division

CSD-1065

Mock-up: Vinyl Graphics Police Division

CSD-1044

Mock-up: Vinyl Graphics Police Division

CSD-1074

Mock-up: Vinyl Graphics Police Division

CSD-1085

Mock-up: Vinyl Graphics Police Division

demonstrate the commonalities of the cars’ graphics. Striping bands of color span across

experience, feelings, and reaction the public has to the presence of a p o l i c e squad
Photo: CityOfIrving.com

Trust + Force

While there are diﬀerences across the

America is following a tradition of aggressive aesthetics for authority. The design of nearly

Irving, Texas

39

the side of the car, violated by bold, all-caps, heavy, italic, and skewed, type set as-largeUniversity of Illinois

Photo: Wikimedia Commons

car is not solely based on that speciﬁc moment, but on every other moment they’ve seen a

as-possible. Why is it that p o l i c e cars today look so similar? For the most part, they
Henderson, Kentucky

Photo: SignDesign116.com

Eagleville, Tennessee

Photo: Ford.com/Interceptor
14

p o l i c e vehicle. Chicago p o l i c e not only carry the last 60 years of baggage

come from the same place, a series of pre-made templates, shared globally across vinyl

from their graphics, but of almost every American p o l i c e car. This similarity creates

shops. The core consideration across these graphics seems to be a dangerous one; does this

13

unconscious and implicit bias, pre-escalating situations with the p o l i c e .

13

South Jordan, Salt Lake City

look p o l i c e enough?

p o l i c e oﬃcers are often trained on biases,
but bias is not limited to p o l i c e. Biases
are a widespread problem that arises from experience,
history, and culture.

Nassau, New York

Durham, North Carolina

PHOTO: SJC.Utah.gov

Photo: Ford.com/Interceptor

Gloucester, New Jersey

Photo: GTPolice.com

7+,6,638%/,&:2ǉ.

Graphic Designs International Inc, Graﬁx Shoppe,
and Vinyl Graphics Police Division are the leading vinyl
shops suppling p o l i c e departments.

Photo: ChappleBoro.com

WKHSURSRVDOH[SORUHVWKHYLVXDOLGHQWLW\RIWKHVTXDGFDUDFURVVVWDWHVWRGHPRQVWUDWHDFRQQHFWLRQRIDJJUHVVLYHQHVV

ǩǪǨ
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Trust + Force

Designing Aggressive Authorities

Is this starting to look p o l i c e enough? The graphics + photoshoots shown here are

designed by Ford as a marketing eﬀort to sell more p o l i c e cars. What might it mean

for Ford to retire the previous p o l i c e model ( Crown Victoria ), to introduce a new

model, the
Arresting

p o l i c e Interceptor? Ford's strategy is to illustrate the p o l i c e

Photo: 2017 Ford Interceptor Brochure

as Ford believes the p o l i c e want to be seen. Could it be that graphic design, style,

and aesthetics is inﬂuencing + permitting p o l i c e to be further empowered to act in

aggressive manners? “2012 was the ﬁrst year that our Department changed from the Crown

15

Victoria to the p o l i c e Interceptor. We wanted a bold, aggressive style.”

15

Most Fuel-Efficient Law Enforcement Car

ǩǪǪ

Excerpt from a Willoughby, Ohio p o l i c e oﬃcer
responding to their vehicle graphics winning a design
competition hosted by the Law Enforcement Publications
and Conferences company, Hendon Media Group.

Photo: masomaGroup.com
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Trust + Force

Aggressiveness Losing Legitimacy

As the p o l i c e car moves throughout the city, the bold + aggressive graphics look

familiar. While it is often accepted that words set in all-caps is read as yelling, the all-caps

letters and aggressive aesthetic of the p o l i c e car seen moving in physical space

equate graphically to that of Breaking News. In an time when Breaking News is constant and
Stock Broadcast Graphics Title Animation Photo: Shutterstock.com

further complicated by the idea of Fake News, what might it mean for p o l i c e to

share the same visual vocabulary? As the aggressive aesthetics of authority also live in video

16

games where players can be p o l i c e oﬃcers massacring the public, it seems the

notion of looking authoritative is losing it's legitimacy.

16

The 2013 release of Grand Theft Auto 5, gave users the
ability to customize the generic p o l i c e vehicles
to look identical to any p o l i c e department.

Grand Theft Auto 5 Streamed live on Jan 8, 2017

Photo: Acepilot2k7 on YouTube.com

ZKHUHHOVHGRZHVHHWKHVHDJJUHVVLYHDHVWKHWLFV"

ǩǪǬ
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Urgency + History

Proposing a Shift in Tone

61

Proposing a Shift in Tone
Embracing Heritage

City of Glasgow Police have been using the tartan since 1932.

Based on the diced bands of heraldic forms and the Scottish regiment of the British Army, Police began adopting the pattern.

At times the dicing redesigned and skewed to bring greater visual activation to it.

Urgency + History

Proposing a Shift in Tone

63

A Chicago Police Tradition

The dicing band is on service caps, winter knit caps, baseball
baseball-style
style caps, the campaign hats, and horse bridles of mounted units.

The distinctive chequered pattern known as dicing is used on Police caps and flags.

Dicing is often used as signage, and architectural detail on newer police stations.

WKHIRXQGDWLRQRIşGLFLQJŠOHDGVWRZDUGVDSURSRVDORIDPRUHşXUJHQWŠWKDQşDJJUHVVLYHŠYLVXDOWRQH

WKHSURSRVDOGHPRQVWUDWHVWKHPHFKDQLFVDQGSRWHQWLDOIRUJURZWKEDVHGRQWKHGLFLQJ

ǩǪǮ
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Urgency + History

Proposing a Shift in Tone

The additional colors

WRDSDWWHUQWKDWIHHOVPRUHDERXWPRYHPHQWDQGLQWHJUDWLRQUDWKHUWKDQWKDWRIDEDUULHU

ǩǪǰ
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Urgency + History

Proposing a Shift in Tone

Dicing Demonstrating Movement

Passenger side door

Driver side door

Aligning the Chicago flag stars with the door handle

ǩǫǨ
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Urgency + History

Proposing a Shift in Tone
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Going Beyond Yelling

POLICE
The most used typeface on Police vehicles is Eurostile Bold Extended

POLICE
Impact is used by most

POLICE
A skewed version of Impact is used and sold by Ford

POLICE

POLICE
Rockwell Extra Bold is used by the NYPD

POLICE
NYPD also uses a skewed version of Rockwell Extra Bold, this is also found on other department vehicles

POLICE
Arial Black is used by the Toronto Police and on Police vehicles in several video games

Police

Universer Extra Black is used and sold by Ford

Very few police departments set type in Title Case

HYHQWKHVPDOODGMXVWPHQWRIVHWWLQJş3ROLFHŠLQWLWOHFDVHFRXOGEHDQLPSURYHPHQW
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Urgency + History

Proposing a Shift in Tone

A System that Connects each Element

9
3

2

12

Extended letters feel stable
Title case offers an approachable authority

The geometric simplicity the patch and our flag relate to dicing.

The shapes, angles, and weights of the dicing, the patch, and the flag can inform custom type.

WKHGLFLQJSDWWHUQFDQDOVRLQIRUPDW\SHIDFHWKDWUHODWHVWRWKHSDWFKHVRQWKHXQLIRUP
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Urgency + History

Proposing a Shift in Tone
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Urgency + History

Urgency + History

Proposing a Shift in Tone

A System that Connects each Element
4
1
1
4

WKHW\SHLVEXLOWZLWKVPDOOFDSVDQGQXPHUDOV
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Urgency + History

Proposing a Shift in Tone

We serve and protect

WKHƃQDOVHFWLRQGHPRQVWUDWHVWKHV\VWHPLQXVH
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What are We Saying
What are We Saying is a poster series
that questions the state of our communications
through the contrast of traditional forms
with contemporary culture’s symbolic codes.
ş2VD\FDQ\RXVHH"ŠLVVHWRQWKHWUDGLWLRQDOOD\HU
The four words with matching character counts
are stacked on top of each other. The preceding
ş2ŠRXWGHQWVWKHILQDOFKDUDFWHUWKHTXHVWLRQPDUN

hangs in asymmetrical balance (making a subtle,
political joke). The high-contrast, sharp serif
qualities found in colonial-era Latin type were
maintained, while the swash terminals were
increasingly emphasized, mimicking the waving
of a flag. The contemporary, foreground layer
distorts historic guidelines found in the Canons
of Page Construction . Their reimagined use
amasses a congested field of icons, obscuring
the underlaying typography. These symbols
that are often used today to represent text-based
work, assault the three posters in a manner
likened to our perpetual state of alert and sharing.

7KLVWH[WZDVFRHGLWHGLQWKH6SULQJ
RIE\6WXDUW%HUWRORWWL%DLOH\
WZHOHYHFODVVPDWHVDQGP\VHOILQD
*RRJOHGRFZKLOHLWZDVSURMHFWHG
RQWKHFODVVURRPZDOO7KHW\SHWRRO
FXUVRUVDERYHGHPRQVWUDWHVZKDW
WKLVOLYHHGLWORRNHGOLNHŞDIUHQ]\
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WKHOHWWHUIRUPVKDYHEHHQUHGUDZQWRPRQRVSDFHZLWKDUHODWLRQVKLSWRWKHƄDJ

WKHVZDVKWHUPLQDOVUHIHUHQFHKRZDƄDJZDYHV

,GRQŠWEHOLHYHWKDWDOOZHVD\ZLWKLQRXUGHVLJQPDQHXYHUVLVVHHQZKLFKLVRND\DV,EHOLHYHLWLVIHOW—
WKDWWKHUHLVVRPHWKLQJIDPLOLDURUVLPSO\LQWHQWLRQDO
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United States of States
This contemplative, computation project explores
national visual identity and responsiveness to the
emotional state of the Union. Just as the stars
on the U.S. flag represent the states of the nation,
with a click of the mouse users can change
a star to represent the emotional state they feel
about the nation.
I have coded the site in Node so the server will collect,
store, and display back all actions of all users across
all browser windows. Meaning users can see what
other users are doing. In gaming vernacular, this could
be called mechanical turk infinite whack-a-mole.
At a moment when part of the population seeks to be
great again, perhaps the U.S. has both an identity and
a history problem. By my quick count, the U.S. has
KDGIODJVWKHILUVWVL[KDYLQJQRVWDUV%H\RQGWKH
thirteen-bars representation of the of the current flag,
WKH(QF\FORS¨GLD%ULWDQQLFDVWDWHVWKDWWKHUHGEDUV
symbolize valor, and the white bars symbolize purity.
Perhaps a shift to a flag with no bars might help refocus
the national dialog on the present rather than the past,
as well, away from toxically-misinterpreted ideas
like purity.

WKHVWDWHRIşFRZER\Š

WKHDFWLRQVRIRQHXVHULVVKDUHGDFURVVDOOXVHUV

What is the states of our states?
ǩǬǰ
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EXLOGLQJWKHVLWHLQ+70/HDFKVWDUVLVVHWZLWKDƃ[HGSRVLWLRQ

WKLVDOORZVWKHVWDUVWRDOZD\VPDLQWDLQWKHLUSRVLWLRQUHODWLYHWRWKHIUDPHZKLFKPD\FKDQJHVL]HV
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HYHQLQYHU\GLƂHUHQWDVSHFWUDWLRV







WKHƃ[HGSRVLWLRQLVGHƃQHGE\;DQG<SHUFHQWDJHV
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SKRQHVHWWRKRUL]RQWDOGLVSOD\

VWDQGDUGȈVFUHHQHQYLURQPHQW

WDEOHWVHWWRYHUWLFDOGLVSOD\

SKRQHVHWWRYHUWLFDOGLVSOD\

WDEOHWVHWWRKRUL]RQWDOGLVSOD\

VWDQGDUGȈVFUHHQHQYLURQPHQW
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XVHUVFDQDFWLYHO\VHWWKHHPRWLRQDOVWDWHWKH\IHHODERXWWKHQDWLRQ

WKHVLWHSXOOVIURPDFXUDWHGVHOHFWLRQRI8QLFRGHHPRMLFKDUDFWHUV

XVHUVDUHIUHHWRFKDQJHDVPDQ\DVWKH\OLNH
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EXLOGLQJDZHEVRFNHWV$3,IRUWKHVLWHDOORZVHDFKXVHUŠVDFWLRQVWREHEURDGFDVWDFURVVHYHU\RSHQEURZVHUZLQGRZ

HYHU\XVHUJHWVWRVHHHYHU\RWKHUXVHUŠVDFWLRQDQGFXUVRU

WKHIXQFWLRQLVWKHVDPHRQPRELOHDQGGHVNWRS

WKHVL[EURZVHUZLQGRZVRQWKLVVSUHDGVKRZWKHVL[XVHUVXVLQJWKHVLWH
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XVHUVWHQGWRWHDPXSLQDWWHPSWWRFUDIWDWRWDOL]LQJQDUUDWLYH
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WKHVLWHIXQFWLRQVDVDQLQƃQLWHZKDFNDPROHDVXVHUVXQGRHDFKRWKHUŠVVWDWH
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DFWLYHXVHUVVWDWHVH[SUHVVHG
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DVWKHVLWHZDVFRGHGRQDQL0DFUXQQLQJ26;WKHLFRQLF(O&DSLWDQEDFNJURXQGZDVEURXJKWLQWRWKHSRVWHU

$SSOHŠVGHIDXOW(O&DSLWDQEDFNJURXQG

FPZHOWIRUPDWSRVWHUGHVLJQHGIRUWKH5,6'*UDSKLF'HVLJQ%LHQQLDO

D3URFHVVLQJ-6VFULSWZDVZULWWHQWRWDNHVRPHRZQHUVKLSRIWKHLPDJH
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,QSXW2XWSXW8QLIRUP
:KHQGHVLJQHU(5RRQ.DQJFDPHWR5,6'
as part of the Visiting Designer Series, he prompted
the class to create input/output systems
in which there would be a causal relationship.
In a 36-hour intensive workshop I designed, spaced,
and published an uppercase typeface titled
Uniform. Its slightly condensed, heavy weight,
ORZFRQWUDVWFKRSSHGFXUYHVrFRXQWHUV
visually connect to the letters found on the backs
of uniforms and the sides of military vehicles.
Setting any word, phrase, or sentence in Uniform
causes the tone to seem official and blunt.
The words ‘public’ and ‘gestalt’ were then set in Uniform,
cut in vinyl and applied to the shoulder portion
of the backs of t-shirts, transforming the shirt
into a uniform. These lettered shirts where given
WRFODVVPDWHVDQG(5RRQ.DQJ7KURXJKJHVWDOW
this type style and the placement on the shirt
transformed the individual bodies into a connected
body of authority.

UNIFORM
UNIFORM
UNIFORM
UNIFORM
UNIFORM
UNIFORM
UNIFORM
UniformW\SHSDLUHGZLWKXQLIRUPWVKLUWVVHHQGDLO\LQWKH86
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3ROLFHXQLIRUPWVKLUWVFDQEHSXUFKDVHGDQGZRUQE\DQ\RQH

,138728738781,)2ǉ0

HI
MOM
I AM
DOING
FINE

FREEZE
POLICE
UniformVHWDWSWSW

UniformVHWDWSWSW
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ABCDE
FGHIJKL
MNOP
QRSTUV
WXYZ

ABCDE
FGHIJKL
MNOP
QRSTUV
WXYZ
UniformVHWDWSWSW

UniformVHWDWSWSW

ABCDE
FGHIJKL
MNOP
QRSTUV
WXYZ
UniformVHWDWSWSW
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PILLAR ONE

GUARDIANS
VERSUS
WARRIORS
UniformVHWDWSWSW

FROM THE OBAMA PRESIDENTIAL TASK FORCE
ON TWENTY FIRST CENTURY POLICING
UniformVHWDWSWSW

LAW ENFORCEMENT
CULTURE
SHOULD EMBRACE
A GUARDIAN
RATHER THAN
A WARRIOR
MINDSET
TO BUILD TRUST
AND LEGITIMACY
BOTH WITHIN
AGENCIES AND
WITH THE PUBLIC.
UniformVHWDWSWSW
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FODVVPDWHVZHUHDEOHWRVHOHFWşJHVWDOWŠRUşSXEOLFŠVKLUWV

WVKLUWVZHUHPDGHZLWKRSDTXHZKLWHYLQ\O

(5RRQ.DQJZLWKşJHVWDOWVKLUWYLD3URIHVVRU-RKQV
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FODVVPDWHVZHUHDEOHWRVHOHFWşJHVWDOWŠRUşSXEOLFŠVKLUWV
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GESTALT
DIRECTOR
TEACHER
DESIGNER
CRITIC
ǩǯǮ
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I HAVE
STARTED
TO READ
THIS
AESTHETIC
TONE

NOT SO
MUCH AS
AGGRESSIVE
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JUST
AS SCARED
WKH15$ŠVORJRKDVDVLPLODUOHWWHULQJVW\OHDQGWKRVHIRONVVHHPVIUHDNHGRXW

,138728738781,)2ǉ0

3$ǉ77+ǉ((

H[WUDRUGLQDU\n ƃUVWXVHG
 2XWRIWKHXVXDORUUHJXODU
FRXUVHRURUGHURIWHQLQH[SUHVVHG
RSSRVLWLRQWRRUGLQDU\
—Oxford English Dictionary
([WUD2UGLQDU\LVP\LGHDRIRYHU
GHOLYHULQJ—JRLQJEH\RQGJRRG
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However, I grew up in Northern Germany and
I always have seen Graphic Design as a public form. In those
societies and especially where I grew up, and actually many
other countries than the U.S., all see Graphic Design —
and I’m talking beyond signage, storefronts, and stuﬀ
like this — as a part of culture. These cities also happen to
embrace the concept of the pedestrian zone. In doing this,
they embrace the concept of human scale and accessibility.
With this, they too embrace the poster. The poster is,
as Hofmann said many years ago, the pulse of what the city’s
culture is, it’s what the tone of the city. The dimension of
posters have a human-ness to it, it’s on eye level. A person
can closely experience the elements within it that calls
their attention as it speaks on their level.

For my Ficciones project, I focused on the awkwardness of public space and the stage [billboard on his garage]
that I built. It was something very unexpected for this country
and certainly within the context of our neighborhood. In the
minds of the public it doesn’t belong there.
Nick It’s quite an interesting project. Your stage
size is deﬁned by three side-by-side, standard,
low-cost, ‘engineer prints’ from bureaus like
Kinko’s. You could have simply glued those posters
in the same orientation to your garage. However,
I’d argue that the project would have failed in its
impact, as we’ve all come to accept and dismiss
the wheat-pasted poster. It’s easy, and aesthetically
they are ubiquitously diﬀerent and experimental
… unconsciously we expect that of these posters,
therefore they are invisible. But, by building
a frame as an extension of architecture that kicks
oﬀ your garage, the project gains visibility.
The frame, it’s outdoor-ness, and the aspect ratio,
the posting work in consistent rotations are all
things we read as billboards. Another thing that
the public has been conditioned to dismiss,
but then the work is highly diverse, experimental
or contemplative. Like nothing, any person of the
general public or designer has ever seen outdoors.

(;7ǉ$2ǉ',1$ǉ<

( laughs ) It seems to be perceived that way. Deﬁnitely
by the people in the neighborhood. My family and I live in
South Minneapolis, in the Powderhorn Park neighborhood,
and early on in the project people began stopping by telling
me, they’ve changed the route they go to work, walk the dogs,
ride their bikes, take a walk, just to see what is the next thing
I’d post out there. People tend to stop by frequently.

Erik

There was a construction
worker a couple summers ago.
He saw me outside near my garage,
screeched his f150 to stop and
began yelling, Oh man!! I’ve gotta
ask you, man: What the fuck is this?
It’s driving me crazy. I love this,
but, what is it?
'DQLHO&KULVWHQVHQ)LFFLRQHV7\SRJUDƃND

)LFFLRQHV7\SRJUDƃNDLVLQVWDOOHGRQ(ULNŠVJDUDJH

I see a connection between my
practice’s exploration and your thoughts behind
Ficciones-Typograﬁka — bringing experimental
form to public space. You seem to be a designer
that highly considers design’s position and role
in public space. How would you articulate your
thoughts on the publicness of graphic design?
Erik Brandt Wow. Well, I came to graphic design in a backwards way. Originally, I studied Philosophy in undergrad
and didn’t begin practicing graphic design until years later.
I was in Japan and began working at a magazine, at ﬁrst
on the editorial side, then on the journalistic side, eventually
working my way up to the Editor position. Along that path
I was learning Quark.
Nick Adam

$OH[)LQQH\)LFFLRQHV7\SRJUDƃND

(ULN%UDQGWLVDJUDSKLFGHVLJQHUSUDFWLFLQJXQGHU
WKHVWXGLRQDPH7\SRJUDƃND¹ He is a Professor
and is currently Chair of the Design Department
at Minneapolis College of Art and Design (MCAD).
(ULNZDVVHOHFWHGWREHDSDUWRIWKLVWKHVLV
in part, due to his highly graphic and typographic
aesthetic, but also due to his creation of Ficciones
7\SRJUDƃND² Dedicated to typographic exploration
within public space, this project has brought over
ZRUNVRIFRQWHPSRUDU\JUDSKLFGHVLJQ
from around the globe to the Minneapolis street
that he and his family live on.

By contrast America, is largely built around
the automobile. Except for parts of your home-city Chicago,
and perhaps parts of New York, or maybe Montreal. So when
I ﬁnally started studying Graphic Design — publicness,
just as you have described, it was exactly my interest. It is odd
that this is missing in the United States, Public space in the
u.s. is quite diﬀerent in its appreciation and experience
of both the pedestrian and graphic design. And I’m not
trying to dismiss the more standard projections of design,
like books and things like that. Simply, graphic appreciation
in the u.s. is antiquated.

The other surprise is that as people see or
hear of me and the project they assume, here is this guy
that makes all these posters. When I tell them they actually
are submitted from around the world — show them photos
on my phone of work from Albania, or a famous person from
Australia — they’re always shocked. The conversations that
I have person-to-person about the project are wild. It is wild
how well people respond. The project arguably has a much
larger presence online. It’s been well received there too,
and that is where a lot of the dialog on this project is.
I always thought of this project as a lowbrow,
contemporary Emigre. That magazine was the only source
of contemporary graphic design in the 90s. It is so sorely
missed. Especially in u.s. graphic design circles, because
we just don’t have anything. Until recently, and I think it’s
the best thing that ever has happened to aiga. Basically,
they hired all the people from It’s Nice That to run Eye on Design
[laughs]. Then, ﬁnally ... someone started writing good,
broad-based articles on graphic design. The American
market is super limited, at least to me. That was my hope
for the project, that it could be a stage for experimental,
or when it began ﬁve-years ago people would say ‘speculative
graphic design.’ For many participants that was the interest.

7$/.,1*:,7+(ǉ,.%ǉ$1'7

%HQR°W%RGKXLQ)LFFLRQHV7\SRJUDƃND
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I know for a fact, that many of the Ficciones projects
have appeared in decks at large agencies. Unfortunately,
I had someone from the studio that made the Airbnb logo
send me a photo of a Ficciones printed out large as inspiration.
It was of a Benoît Bodhui typeface. It freaked me out. I shared
it with Benoît and said, hey this is kinda cool and kinda scary.
But that was the dream too.
When you read Keedy’s Global Style, he was critical.
I really appreciated it, it echoes all the brilliant old professors
that I had a long time ago, and I love those old ideas. I also
feel that there are designers that want to communicate
and leave a trace in ways that push the form and subject away
from what is expected. I think some of the submissions
to Ficciones did that. I wouldn’t claim that it changed a larger
way of working, but it celebrated that.
Erik

7+,6,638%/,&:2ǉ.

Just a little while ago, the police in my neighborhood started moving the sex workers oﬀ the main streets.
There would be these two people that would stand next
to my garage all day. I’d see them at 7am when I’d start
the day, and would say hello and talk some. Then there was
this one day I came out with my kids and there was a client
there. When the client saw me he shifted his attention
to my kids and started saying, oh wow, do you see those,
look at those posters, they are so cool. Then he said to me,
this is really great work, I’m surprised there isn’t graﬃti
over it. The sex worker then turned to him and said,
yeah man, because it has respect, people understand that
this is good and it is for the street. I was really taken back.
On one hand, there is this transaction happening in front
of my two little girls, and then there was this statement.
I told them, I love you guys, I have nothing against what
you are doing, I just wish you could do it somewhere else,
but thank you, you totally get it, thank you!
Nick More important than the numbers
that you have, you have an audience that no one
else is attracting. I’m certain an objective of
the Walker and many institutions is to connect
with the community. While the Walker has
a large space, human and ﬁnancial resources,
they also have the walls and the tone of an
institution. This is simply a barrier to those
unfamiliar with the codes of cultural institutions.
Which I’d say are the people most in need of rich,
new, diﬀerent experiences. I’d say the board on
your garage is making an impact that the Walker’s
recent $76 million capital campaign can never do.
I love the Walker and think they are fantastic.
However, your board is diﬀerent, it over delivers
in a space where we expect nothing, or less than
nothing, simply passivity.
Eric That is a great point and I couldn’t agree more.

(;7ǉ$2ǉ',1$ǉ<

Nick It is perfect timing for Graphic Design
as a medium to be exploited and advanced in
this manner. The proliferation of digital tools,
devices, et cetera have the public interacting
with graphic surfaces to a degree that everyone
talks about what is good or bad design. Ficciones
seems to build upon this societal moment to
advance the understanding of what is possible.
Let’s face it, this is what’s needed — a new future
with new possibilities. The path we are on at best
is underwhelming … at worse it is terrifying.
Eric Graphic design has never been more visible, with the
sheer amount of stuﬀ that is being made and shared. There
is also a frustration that things as great as the New York Times
Art Section would never celebrate a typographer or graphic
designer. It’s always about architecture or art. Maybe that
is slowly changing—I mean we have memes that make fun
of graphic designers.
5\DQ*RVOLQJŠV61/FKDUDFWHUWKURZVDƃWRYHU3DS\UXV

Nick I’d say that goes beyond yourself. The ﬁeld
can beneﬁt from it’s practitioners ﬂexing more,
and to do so publicly. To ﬂex the imagination
of the public. Earlier, you mentioned that teachers
and students have a duty to advance the ﬁeld,
but I must add. It’s all practitioners duties to
advance form and visual culture.

$QDJUDPZLWK(OLVDEHWK:RUNPDQ)LFFLRQHV7\SRJUDƃND

)LFFLRQHV7\SRJUDƃNDYLVLWHG7KH*UDGXDWH6FKRRORI$UW &RPPXQLFDWLRQ&DPEUDL

What do you see is the importance and
the opportunity of bringing diverse, experimental,
contemplative works to public spaces?
Eric When I was building the board, it was like, why hadn’t I
done this earlier? The project was a natural outgrowth
of a blog I use to run, Geotypograﬁka. Similarly, I was looking
for interesting people in town and around the world to
write about. This project was the same thing. There was
a very open-ended brief that began as an invitation but then
I began to accept submissions. For me, I was very aware,
right away that it would have an international audience.
I felt their is nothing like this, the materiality of it would
be attractive, the activity, and frequency would be attractive.
And what I hoped for, was genuine experimentation.
I talk about this with colleagues all over the world.
There is a perception that in a place like Amsterdam that
everything graphic design is awesome, it is contemporary,
it is great, and that is absolutely not true. They too have
bad graphic design, although, less than the u.s.
My thinking—and I discuss this in my classes—
that it is our role as educators and students to push the ﬁeld,
because nothing interesting comes from popular culture.
Anything that ever gained traction as an art form, began as
a resistance, as a marginal activity. Look at music, there is
Taylor Swift, then there is Kim Gordon. Taylor Swift is not
adding anything substantive. I like thinking of early BeBop
musicians, they’d turn their backs on the audience. I love
that idea. They where that conﬁdent, they owned their craft,
it was theirs.
Nick And that didn’t make it less enjoyable.
People came, they returned, it perhaps even
added value.
Erik Yeah it did. Thanks for the 20 bucks at the door,
you guys can hangout, we are going to do our best. This idea
is so cool, this was radical for music and performance.
Idealistically I wanted to be a part of something like that.
Nick

I tease my friends at the Walker Art Center when
talking to them about Ficciones. They are interested but have
not supported it. I tell them, you realize that I’ve shown more
contemporary Graphic Design in 4 years than you have ever.
And I have the numbers to prove it. This is not to disrespect
them. They do celebrate graphic design. Many of my former
students work there and I love these people. But it is funny
to be on the side-lines of the Walker Art Center.

Last year, there was that skit on snl about Papyrus.
When Avatar came out in 2010, I was doing my blog and
wrote about their use of Papyrus.Ɗ I wasn’t simply bitching
about Papyrus. I made the point that James Cameron
and everyone on the ﬁlm were geniuses to use Papyrus.
They had a 237 million dollar budget. They invented inﬁnite
amounts of technology to make the ﬁlm, they used Papyrus
for the subtitle sequences and main title, and the movie has
grossed $2.7 billion. Far more than every movie made before
or after. They could have commissioned a unique typeface,
for that matter they could have invented a new language.
Highly competent and intelligent people made this decision,
and can we say they were wrong? What does all of this mean?

Papyrus has massive cultural
value in the mind of the public.
It means graphic designers still have
much work to do in advancing the
public’s visual culture.

7$/.,1*:,7+(ǉ,.%ǉ$1'7
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Nick In respect to not only Ficciones but your
own work that is highly typographic ... how would
you articulate the importance of typography and
typographic advancement and experimentation?
Eric That is a great question. I suppose it’s hard to say.
One can make a strong argument that it there is absolutely
no importance to it at all. [ laughs ] Do you know a friend
of mine in Germany, Sascha Lobe? He teaches at Oﬀenbach
Academy of Art.
Sascha began a conference called Bable and
had all sorts of people like Paula Scher and Jeﬀery Keedy
come. Sascha made a comment about speculative design.
Scher had said she felt students should not get engage
with it. This was ﬁve years ago, that that’s what many people
were saying. Keedy said, you can choose to engage with it,
but you’ll have a cold shower when you can’t sell it to a client.
You can’t say that Paula Scher is wrong. Look at
her career. However, I’m coming from a diﬀerent perspective.
Especially towards capitalism. I’m an anti-capitalist. The
large studios that claim inﬂuence are also the dead last
to take any risk with anything. That is why, in my mind,
the forward movement of graphic design is near unbearably
slow. It seems to me, and I say this with respect to their work
— they just seem to play towards the lowest common
denominator. They don’t seem to believe in people.
To believe in people’s intelligence.

ǩǰǮ

Much more is possible, and what we get in the
u.s. is that fucking Verizon check-mark. It’s a small-minded
way of thinking about the human experience. But of course,
let’s keep in mind—I practice in my basement studio and they
have oﬃces on 5th Avenue. [ laughs ] So who’s right?
Nick Well, let’s not be dismissive because of
money. Let’s remember these 5th Avenue studios
have walls pinning up your work that was glued
to a piece of wood, hanging on your garage in
Minnesota. It’s important to remember that
your sacriﬁce to not follow their steps, is getting
them to be inspired by your trail. I too have had
friends shoot me photos of my work in the decks
of large agencies. It’s the greatest compliment
they can give. Essentially what they are saying is,
I wish we could [ laughs ]. If visual culture
on a mass-scale is to shift, it is in these decks that
new exciting, previously unimaginable things
must be brought in or realized.
In a broader design scene you don’t see this as much
as you see it in graphic design. This pisses me oﬀ about
our ﬁeld. You have so-called successful designers saying
don’t make posters, go make something screen-based,
go make a book, go make a site.
Nick I’ve always interpreted this as ‘focus on
the medium or the tools and less on the formal
making.’ I see this as destructive — the tools
and medium will always come and go and change
and to some degree will be a thing that could
be learned in a week or less. While it’s important
to be agile, to me, the formal craft and ideas are
where one must invest time. At least, this is what’s
important to me, and why I took a sabbatical
to pursue an mfa. I have plenty of large, digital,
interactive, projects in my portfolio … I have
nothing to prove there. In terms of formal making,
and craft … this is where we all have so much
more work to do.
Erik For sure and this will always be the case. I recall a
couple years ago I was prompting a student to investigate the
internet and tools of social media more so, and they simply
didn’t care. They said they were tired of interaction in this
manner and didn’t care to invest time into it. So I pushed the
opposite way to professionalizing their inquiry. Which totally
made sense. There will always be a backlash to the common
culture. Well, let’s hope.

(ULN%UDQGW$IWHUZRUGLQVWDOOHGRQ0DUFK)LFFLRQHV7\SRJUDƃND

snl, and most everyone missed the point.
It wasn’t that Papyrus was a stupid graphic design
decision, it’s that the general public’s visual
literacy places a high amount of value on Papyrus.
The public handed over nearly $3 billion to a cliché
so dry and ironic that we missed it. One can make
the case that setting Avatar in Papyrus is an act
of meta-modernism, where it is purposely equal
parts serious and ironic.
Eric The designer read the audience and knew how pull
their strings. That is what graphic design often does: it ﬁnds
an opportunity to exploit. The Ryan Gosling, snl thing,
it’s like, okay get over this people. Can we actually look more
critically at what this means? Anyway my response was better.
Nick

(ǋ,.

There is a hell of a lot of worry right
now. Obviously some people are
beginning to lash back at Facebook.
What you’ve been talking about
makes a hell of a lot of sense —
you are talking about things being
made with more signiﬁcance,
in eﬀort to improve our experience
and the experience between people.
7+,6,638%/,&:2ǉ.

This is what I see as so exciting about
graphic design. It’s intended for public eyes.
My interest is not about public space in respect
to private space and ownership. Everything
that I’m talking about is how graphic surfaces
are the contemporary common ground.
It is where our gaze is focused. Regardless of
background, belief systems, politics, et cetera,
the streets we walk down, the identity system
or the movie billboard we see, the interfaces we tap
are the same for each of us. Positioning graphic
design as Public Work is an opportunity to see
the designers role as one capable of improving life.
This is such a great opportunity, our public space
is so incredibly underwhelming .
Erik Oh man. For sure. I just wrote a piece call afterword
and posted it to the Ficciones boards. It speaks to exactly
these thoughts. I’ll share it with you. Please, let me know
your thoughts on it and let’s keep this conversation going.
Nick Am I interpreting this right, afterword
means Ficciones is in it ﬁnal state? Why end it?
Erik Yeah man [ laughs ] it’s all over. About two years ago
I was speaking with Adrian Shaughnessy and Tony Brook
from Spin that runs Unit Editions. I wanted to see if they would
be interested in doing a book for Ficciones-Typograﬁka. After
thinking about it for a couple weeks they said that actually
their publication model focuses on things that are older,
not easily available, or that are simply over. Which was totally
generous of them to even consider, and they were totally
right. This project would make a much better book if the
project was ﬁnished.
Nick [uncontrollable laughter]

Erik
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Then there is actually value. Shortly after this I was
in Korea with a friend, Sydney designer Mark Gowing
of Formist Editions,and he was like, this is exactly my publishing model. This was maybe fall of last year and I had crossed
this magic number of 1,500 pieces installed. Even then
it was feeling like the project was naturally coming to an end.
Nick Perhaps this is the responsible thing to do.
As a designer works to push their ﬁeld, through
ideas, form, space, and experimentation, there
comes the point where the designer has become
successful in the eﬀort. The work is accepted
and celebrated. If one is lucky enough to arrive
here, it is a point of pivot. Do they continue doing
what is comfortable, or do they recognize that
this too must evolve? With consistency the new,
the experimental can become accepted as the
everyday. And while we humans love to be given
what we expect, we grow far more when it’s
withheld and something new appears.
Erik That is right. The experimental, when successful,
becomes common, at which point the experimenter
must innovate. A couple years ago, I had to do some work
repairing the boards so I took them down to work on
in the yard. This is when I met everyone in the neighborhood.
They were really upset, saying what are you doing!? Are you
stopping the project?! You can’t do that!? What’s happening?!
and I was like, don’t worry, I’m just repairing the board.
The project has become part of the town now, so I’m curious
to see how they’ll respond to it now being over [laughs].
Nick sounds like you know how they’ll respond,
and you are nervous.
Erik [laughs] well … I know I’m going to leave this ﬁnal one
up for a longer than usual.
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Total Bombardment
of Dr. Ben Hayoun
,Q2FWREHURI,ZDVLQWURGXFHGWRWKHSUDFWLFH
of Dr. Nelly Ben Hayoun at the AIGA conference.
It was the most explosive lecture I have ever seen,
ultimately shocking the audience and changing
my understanding and expectations of public talks
and of design practitioners. The level of intention
and difference stood out from all the other talks
that weekend, that it formed a visceral connection.
As Dr. Hayoun’s work aligns to my interest of public
communication, I was excited to be commissioned
to design work for her visit to RISD. I designed
a system that embraced Dr. Hayoun’s methods
of chaos and total bombardment as forms
of public engagement. This translated to threelevels of disruption; gravity effected falling letters,
quake-contrast letters, and sliced letters.
The methodical spacing, sizing, and related angles
nods to the scientific side of Hayoun’s work.
While she often deals with rockets, explosions
and disasters, the work is highly controlled.

FXVWRPTXDNHFRQWUDVWERPEDUGPHQWOLNHW\SRJUDSKLFV\VWHP
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:KLOH,GRQRWLQFOXGHWKHUHVHDUFK
SRUWLRQIRUPRVWRIP\SURMHFWV
LQWKLVERRNP\SURFHVVEHJLQVZLWK
UHVHDUFKŞVHHNLQJRXWLQVSLUDWLRQ
GLUHFWO\FRQQHFWHGWRWKHVXEMHFW
RUDQLGHDRIDJLYHQSURMHFW,UHIHU
WRWKLVUHVHDUFKDVPDWHULDOHYLGHQFH
2EMHFWLYHO\UHODWHGPDWHULDOWKDW
,FDQVWDUWWREDVHGHVLJQGHFLVLRQV
RQLQDWWHPSWWRDFKLHYHRQHQHVV

1%+6WXGLRVƃOPLQYHVWLJDWHVIXWXUHRXWHUVSDFHFDWDVWURSKHV

WRFRQWUDVWWKHFKDRVRIKHUZRUN1HOO\PDNHVXVHRISDWFKHVWRFRQYH\RƅFLDOGRP

1HOO\ŠVFKDRWLF'HVLJQLQJWKH,PSRVVLEOHOHFWXUHDWWKH$,*$'HVLJQ&RQIHUHQFH

LQ1HOO\%HQ+D\RXQEHFDPHDQDGYLVRUWRWKH8QLWHG1DWLRQV

Chaos,¹2ƅFLDOGRP²
Sublime,³ Space.Ɗ

PXFKRI1HOO\ŠVZRUNLQYROYHVZRUNLQJZLWKVSDFHDJHQFLHV
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'U1HOO\%HQ+D\RXQŠV
SUDFWLFHXVHVFKDRVDVDIRUP
RISXEOLFHQJDJHPHQWLQVSLUHGE\
)UHQFKGUDPDWLVW$QWRQLQ$UWDXG
DQGKLV7KHDWUHRI&UXHOW\


&RXQWHULQJKHUFKDRV
DQGWRWDOERPEDUGPHQWSUDFWLFH
1HOO\ŠVXVHRIWLWOHVDQGKHUSDUWQHU
RUJDQL]DWLRQŠVORJRVFUHDWHVDQ
DLURIRƅFLDOGRPWKDWKHOSVEULQJ
WKHLPSRVVLEOHWROLIH

3
+HUSUDFWLFHGHOLYHUV
H[WUHPHH[SHULHQFHVWRPHPEHUV
RIWKHSXEOLFWRJLYHWKHPDFFHVV
WRWKHVXEOLPHRIVFLHQFH


1HOO\ŠVODUJHVWSURMHFWV
LQYHVWLJDWHRXWHUVSDFHLQWHUPV
RIWUDYHOGLVDVWHUVDQGWKHSRWHQWLDO
IRUKXPDQFRORQL]DWLRQ
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OLJKWURFNHWODXQFKUHVHDUFKWRLQVSLUHWKHJUDSKLFSURJUDP
WKHGHVLJQPDQHXYHUVZHUHEDVHGRQWKHFRXQWGRZQDQGFRPEXVWLRQUHDFWLRQRIDURFNHWODXQFK
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WKHVHIUDPHVEULQJLQJWKHWZRW\SRJUDSKLFWLPHEDVHGV\VWHPVWRJHWKHU
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ƄLSSLQJIURPWKLVSDJHWRWKHSUHYLRXV\RXFDQVHHWKHV\VWHPDQLPDWLQJ
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ƄLSSLQJDFURVVWKHODVWWKUHHVSUHDGV\RXFDQVHHKRZWKHW\SRJUDSKLFV\VWHPEXLOGVRƂRILWVHOIWRDQLPDWH
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CHAOS

1HOO\RIWHQZHDUVORJRVRIWKHRUJDQL]DWLRQVVKHZRUNVIRU

şFKDRVŠLVVHWLQP\FXVWRPW\SHIDFHUniform

DŌDQJOHZDVXVHGWRVKRZGLVUXSWLRQDNLQWRFRPEXVWLRQUHDFWLRQ

WKLVDQJOHWKHQLQIRUPHGKRZWKHW\SHZRXOGEHVHW
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IUDPHVIURPWKHILQDOYLGHRWKDWZHUHDOVRXVHGDVDQDQLPDWHGJLI
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Radically Real
Dimension
Throughout each of my projects I’m working
to bring some type of found reality into form.
This often means sketching, drawing, and building
new letters, typefaces, tools and softwares
rather than relying on filters, effects, templates,
or other preimagined tools. While I’ve use Rhino
and Cinema4d, and I enjoy them, they tend
to produce things that look hyper-real, artificial,
or just slightly off. This brought about an interest
in real dimension and its effects on letterforms
IRUWKLVKRXUSURMHFW
Purchasing a set of standard mailbox letter stickers
from a hardware store, I positioned the letters
in different angles then photographed them
with my phone. I began with ‘R’ and noticed the
relationship of rounding and blurring things
that were further away and out of focus. It felt
like the photographed ‘R’ was charging forward.
To embrace this further I selected a word that felt
dimensional by definition: ‘RUN’. The goal
became to study and photograph these letters
from every angle possible. Then to take the
assets and attempt to produce multiple settings
of the word that would each feel like a different
type of running.
/HWWHUş5’H[WUDFWHGIURPSKRWRJUDSK
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OHWWHUş5ŠSRVLWLRQHGDWGLIIHUHQWDQJOHVSKRWRJUDSKHGZLWKFHOOSKRQH
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GLPHQVLRQDOş5ŠH[WUDFWHGIURPSKRWRJUDSK
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SRVWHU —
WKHFRORUDQGVHWWLQJLVLQWHGHGWRIHHOFHOHEUDWRU\DQGFRPPXQLW\EDVHG
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SRVWHU —
WKLVFRPSRVLWLRQLVLQWHQGHGWRIHHOPRUHDJJUHVVLYH
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SRVWHU —
WKHILQDOSRVWHULQWKHVHULHVIRFXVHGRQFRQYH\LQJH[SORVLYHHQHUJ\
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GHWDLOIURPSRVWHU
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GHWDLOIURPSRVWHU
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Dimensional
Composing Room
Although my previous project, Radically Real
Dimension attempted to personify real dimension,
the execution was still an abstraction. The project,
extracting the letters, and then composing them,
did not exactly live up to its name.
Wanting to take the idea further, I built a composing
room within a light box. I then prompted members
of the graduate studio to think of a dimensional
word and set it dimensionally. I encouraged
my cohort to define dimensionality in term and
form however it might be appropriate for them.
This dimensional composing room was outfitted
within a 3' × 3' photography lighting cube. The top
and bottom had pegboards cut to size and resting
on the framework of the box. The pegboards
allowed dowel rods to hold their position at any
angle. The camera settings were adjusted
to blow-out the photograph so the final image
would retain solely the letterforms.

-HQQ/LYHUPRUHVHWWLQJW\SHLQWKH&RPSRVLQJ5RRP

+\.RVWLFNHUOHWWHUVZHUHDOVRXVHGLQWKLVVWXG\
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ş63$&(ŠDVVHWE\-HQQ/LYHUPRUH

IURPRXWVLGHWKH&RPSRVLQJ5RRP
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SDUWLFLSDQWVZRXOGWKLQNRIDGLPHQVLRQDOZRUGWKHQDIIL[WKHOHWWHUVWRGRZHOV

ZLWKLQWKH&RPSRVLQJ5RRPSDUWLFLSDQWVZRXOGVHWWKHLUZRUGLQDPDQQHUWKDWH[SUHVVHGWKHLULQWHQGHGPRWLRQRUHPRWLRQ

WKHFDPHUDZDVVHWWREORZRXWWKHLPDJHVRWKHSKRWRJUDSKZRXOGRQO\FRQWDLQWKHOHWWHUIRUPVQRWWKHGRZHOVRUHGJHV

ş12223(ŠIURP/\QGRQ9DOLFHQWL P\ZLIH 
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WKHGRZHOVDOORZWKHSDUWLFLSDQWFRPSRVHUWRVHWW\SHYHUWLFDOO\KRUL]RQWDOO\DQGGLDJRQDOO\ZKLOHWKH&RPSRVLQJ5RRPSURYLGHWKHDELOLW\WRXVHGHSWK

ş%220ŠDVVHWE\:HL+DR:DQJ

$VWKHFDPHUDEORZVRXWWKHGRZHOURGVLWDOVRSURGXFHVDJUDLQHIIHFW

:HL+DR:DQJVHWWLQJKLVW\SH
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ş)$5ŠDVVHWE\%UDQGRQ2OVHQ

ş<(<ŠVHWE\0DULD5XOO%HVRV
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Visual Poetics
A design inspiration of mine, Zach Lieberman,
was coming to RISD to give a public lecture
and host a workshop part of the Visiting Designer
series. Commissioned to design graphics
for the events, I was excited, but where to begin?
Lieberman’s work is like explorations into new,
uncharted universes. His dimensional, animated
constructions, defy reality while embodying
the spirit of life.
I focused on his conceptual and formal qualities,
to create experimental form and transformation
from computation. Lieberman describes this as
visual poetics. The work I designed embraces
his philosophical idea and exploration of vibrant
depth. The typographic dimensionality of Zach’s
name on the poster extends off the structural
elements of these letterforms, to float in z-space
based on a one-point perspective.
The one-point perspective offers a tactical poster
installation instruction: centering at eye-level,
making installation easy and purposeful. An
eye-level hanging allows the one-point perspective
to operate optically fulfilling the illusion of depth.

ǪǬǬ
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D)LERQDFFLVHTXHQFHLVXVHGWRGHWHUPLQHVL]HDQGZHLJKWFUHDWLQJDQRSWLFDOWUXWKIXOQHVVWRWKHGLPHQVLRQ

FPFPZHOWIRUPDWSRVWHU
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WKHOHWWHUIRUPVZHUHGHVLJQHGIRUWKLVSLHFHEDVHGRQXQLWVDQGWKHLWDOLFLVGUDZQIURPWKHGLDJRQDORIWKHş=Š

WKHFRS\ZDVDGDSWHGIURP/LHEHUPDQŠVELR—GHVLJQHGWRDOLJQKRUL]RQWDOO\YHUWLFDOO\DQGGLDJRQDOO\DFURVVHDFKOHWWHUIRUP
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A Letter that Moves
openFramework
Have you ever seen Zach Lieberman’s Instagram?
2UKLV0HGLXPDUWLFOHVZKHUHKHVKDUHVKLVGDLO\
computation sketches? Lieberman built a coding
and rendering platform called openFrameworks,
where all of this work takes place. He visited
RISD to introduce us to this way of working.
This exploration of form and technology took place
within openFrameworks and allowed me
to think of a designed form’s potential states
with respect to responsiveness. How might
a form project its awareness of its public?
Historically, this relates to the portrait artists'
ability to render eyes that seem to follow viewers.

UHVWLQJVWDWHRIWKHKLJKFRQWUDVWJHRPHWULFVODQWXSSHUFDVHş$Š

WKHOHWWHUIRUPDQGLWVIXQFWLRQVZHUHFRGHGLQXcodeXVLQJopenFramework

ǪǭǨ
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Free Beer
XSSHUFDVHş$ŠLQLWVUHVWLQJVWDWH

WKHOHWWHUIRUPŠVDSH[ WRSRIWKHş$Š PDLQWDLQVDƃ[HGSRVLWLRQZKLOHDOOWKHRWKHUSDUWVIROORZWKHFXUVRU

DVDFXUVRUHQWHUVWKHIUDPHDQGFRQWLQXHVWRPRYHWKHIHHWDQGFURVVEDUEHFRPHDQLPDWHG

ǪǭǪ
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,QƃQLWHO\9HULWDEOH
It is an extremely exciting time to be a designer.
2XUHYHUJURZLQJDFFHVVWRLQIRUPDWLRQ
tools, and technology allows designers to work
in nearly any facet that they can imagine.
My inherent interestin lettering, type design and
letter customization has me excited about
possible new ways of working, thinking, and
communicating using Variable Fonts technology.
Alphe is the speculative typeface I have drawn,
thinking about widening the scope of variability.
Mapping out complex transitions and programmatic settings, Alphe morphs across weight,
size, style, color, contextual awareness and
structural adaptation. The high-character style
of Alphe’s letterforms emphasizes the fun
and play that is possible for designers now.

ş$%&ŠDQGIRXUGLƂHUHQWş(ŠVHWLQSWKDLUOLQHAlphe

ǪǭǬ
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SWAlpheVHWLQKDLUOLQHZLHJKWZLWKUHJXODUFKDUDFWHUV

DOWHUQDWHVWKDWFDQEHVW\OLVWLFRUFRQWH[WXDO

WKHDOWHUQDWHVW\OHVDUHQRWGLƂHUHQWIRUPVWKH\DUHWUDQVLWLRQDOVWDWHV

SWKDLUOLQHAlpheWUDQVLWLRQVLQWRREOLTXHDOWHUQDWHVHWWLQJ

SWAlphe REOLTXHVLQDUHFXUUHQWVHTXHQFHPDLQWDLQLQJKDLUOLQHZHLJKW

ǪǭǮ
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FRQWH[WXDOSDLULQJVWUDQVLWLRQDFURVVVWDQFHVL]HDQGVWUXFWXUHDWRQFH
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şIUHHŠVHWLQSWAlpheZLWKSWZHLJKWLQJDQGFRQWH[WXDOVPDOOŝODUJHDOWHUQDWHV

şSL]]DŠVHWZLWKFRQWH[WXDOODUJHŝVPDOODOWHUQDWHV

AlpheLVVFULSWHGWRDOORZIRUFRORUDVVLJQPHQWŝDFURVVWKLVVSUHDGFRORUPRYHVDQDORJRXVO\DFURVV*RRJOHŠVFRORUV

Alphe'sDOWHUQDWHVW\OLVWLFVHWVKDYHDGGLWLRQDOVW\OLVWLFDOWHUQDWHVŝDGGLQJWRWKHXQLTXHQHVVDQGUK\WKP

Ǫǭǰ
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şIUHHEHHUIUHHSL]]DŠVHWLQSWAlpheZLWKKDLUOLQHZHLJKWLQJDQGGHIDXOWXQLIRUPFRORU
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ş&UD]\)UHHEHH5DUHƃHG%UHHGŠVHWLQSWSWAlpheZLWKKDLUOLQHZHLJKWLQJDQGFRQWH[WXDODOWHUQDWHV

ǪǮǪ
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SWSWAlpheZLWKKDLUOLQHZHLJKWLQJDQGFRQWH[WXDODOWHUQDWHV
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WKHPDJLFLDQŠVWHUPşDEUDFDGDEUDŠLV$UDPDLFLQRULJLQIURPWKHSKUDVHşDYUDNDGDYUDŠPHDQLQJšLWZLOOEHFUHDWHGLQP\ZRUGV
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RQHƃQDOORFNXSŞVHWZLWK]HUROHDGLQJWKHHƂHFWLVRQHOLNHEHHUJRRJOHV

ǪǮǮ
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*UDGXDWH*UDG6KRZ
)HOORZGHVLJQHUDQGJUDGXDWHVWXGHQW
Cara Buzzell and I were commissioned
to collaborate on the conception and design
RIWKH*UDG6KRZ7KHSURPSWZDVVLPSOH
design a system that scales. The opportunity
was inspiring: design an identity that will be
SDUWRIHYHU\0DVWHUVVWXGHQWŠVILQDOGD\V
at RISD.
2IWHQ,KDYHKHDUGWKHJUDGXDWHH[SHULHQFHGHVFULEHG
as time and space — but for what? Across the
GHSDUWPHQWVDQGWKHJUDGXDWLQJVWXGHQWV
rigor, and celebration seemed to us like being
a uniting qualities that we could honor.
With our intentions set, we asked: ‘how might
RXULGHQWLW\HPERG\QHVV"Š$QHPEUDFHRI
contradictions was our answer. We designed
a system containing tension and release, lock-ups,
drop-downs, and some pieces fall where they may.
A superliminal tone, with subliminal rigor. This
constant flicking of back and forth that reflects
the way our world is currently communicating.
Shall it be Grad Show or Graduate Show? Both seemed
the most fun and appropriate.

VHYHUDORIWKHgraduate showLGHQWLW\HOHPHQWV

ǪǮǰ
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SRVWHUȈǓgrad5KRGH,VODQG6FKRRORI'HVLJQYHUVLRQ

ǪǯǨ

SRVWHUȈǓgraduate5,6'YHUVLRQ
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ǪǨǩǰ*ǉ$'8$7(*ǉ$'6+2:

graduate degree
WKHLGHQWLW\XVHVRQHW\SHIDFHUntitiledSans%ROGDQG5HJXODU— ZDVVHOHFWHGIRULWVHƂRUWRIQHXWUDOLW\DVUHODWHGWR1DRWR)XNDVDZDŠV Super Normal

gradORFNXSLQWHGHGIRUXVHZLWK5KRGH,VODQG6FKRRORI'HVLJQORFNXS

7KHgraduateORFNXSLQWHQGHGIRUXVHZLWK5,6'ORFNXS

5KRGH,VODQG6FKRRORI'HVLJQORFNXSIRUXVHZLWKgradORFNXS

IRUWKHORFNXSV,UHGUHZUnititledSansWRKDYHHTXDOO\ZHLJKWHGYHUWLFDOVWURNHVDOORZLQJWKHODUJHW\SHWRIXQFWLRQLQDPRUHGLVSOD\OLNHZD\

ǪǯǪ
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5,6'ORFNXSLQWHQGHGIRUXVHZLWKgraduateORFNXS

show2018HOHPHQWVWREHXVHGPDQLSXODWHGDQGVSDFHGLQfun waysZLWKHLWKHUORFNXS
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ǪǨǩǰ*ǉ$'8$7(*ǉ$'6+2:

WKHcountdownDOZD\VEOHHGVRƂWKHHGJHWKLVDOORZVWKHFRPSRVLWLRQWRIHHOELJJHUWKDQLWDFWXDOO\LV

WKHcountdownLVWKHIRXQGDWLRQDOVL]LQJHOHPHQWRIWKHV\VWHPŞHOHPHQWVKDYHDVL]HUHODWLRQVKLSZLWKLW

ZHORYLQJO\UHIHUWRWKLVHOHPHQWDVWKHcountdownŞLWLVWKHGDWHVRIWKHVKRZRXUƃQDOVGD\VDW5,6'

GHWDLOWH[WLVRIcountdown

graduateORFNXSLVcountdown

WKLVORFNXSLVcountdownZLWKHTXDOOHDG

GHSDUWPHQWVDUHcountdown
5,6'ORFNXSLVVL]HGWKHcountdown

)81
)81

7+(ş2Š+$6%((1675(7&+(',1$)81$02817

)81
)81

WKHgradORFNXSLVcountdown

7KHQRQPDQLSXODWHGOHWWHUIRUPVRIshow2018FKDUDFWHUVDUHWKHVL]HRIcountdownŞWKHPDQLSXODWHGFKDUDFWHUVDUHIXQDVDSSURSULDWH

GHSDUWPHQWVKDYHDVHQVHRIJUDYLW\
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WKHVL]HDQGVSDFLQJUHODWLRQVKLSVDUHDVVROLGDVWKHSK\VLFDODVVHWVRIWKHLGHQWLW\

ǪǯǮ
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DNLWRISDUWVPDQ\RIZKLFKDUHLQIUDVWUXFWXUDODQGDUJXDEO\XQVHHQEXWIHOW
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A Metamodernist
Classically trained musician, political theory PHD,
experimental pop star John Maus was headed
to Providence to perform at the Columbus Theatre.
All of Maus’s videos and designed ephemeral
come from his fans, so I sent an e-mail to his agent
and this became my opportunity to design
a system embracing the complexity of Maus.
The poster I designed responds to Maus’s simultaneous
expressions of Medieval ecclesiastical-modes
(formulas of melodic, rhythmic, early Christian
chanting) and what he calls ‘today’s vernacular,’
contemporary Pop. Interested in this contrast
of sound and history, I formally explored concepts
of melody, harmony, sound projection, lightness
and darkness.
Typographic inspiration came from Medieval heraldic
devices, Gutenberg’s blackletter, and high-contrast
Didone typefaces often described as capable
of portraying beauty. From the large, stylishly different
display letters to the typeface made for secondary
text, all forms where designed using divisible units.
This allowed for a systematic composition that
projected harmony.

Ǫǯǰ
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columbus
theatre

LQIUDVWUXFWXUHGHPRQVWUDWLQJLQWHQWLRQDOKDUPRQ\DQGFRQWUDVW

ǪǰǨ

SRVWHUIRU-RKQ0DXVŠV3URYLGHQFHSHUIRUPDQFH FPZHOWIRUPDW
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0DXVŠVPXVLFXQWLHVFRQWHPSRUDU\3RSZLWKWKFHQWXU\church-modesOLNHWKHPXVLFRI%DFK

QRGGLQJWR0DXVŠVFHQWXULHVRIPXVLFDOIXVLRQDQ$OEHUW'XUHU*XWHQEHUJOLNHEODFNOHWWHUDOSKDEHWZDVGUDZQLQDFRQWHPSRUDU\PDQQHU

WKLVYHUVLRQKDVWKHFRQQHFWLQJVWURNHVUHPRYHGRIIHULQJJUHDWHUFRQWUDVW

WKHILQDOYHUVLRQXVHGDVWHQFLOVWUXFWXUHEULQJLQJLQJUHDWHUFRXQWHUVSDFHLQFUHDVLQJWKHOLJKWDQGGDUNFRQWUDVW

columbus

RQHRIWKHIHDWXUHVRIWKHILQDOYHUVLRQLVWKHVXEWOHJO\SKLFOLNHVZHOOLQJ

theatre

WKLVPRGXODUPRQRVSDFHVHWWLQJRI)UDNWXUXQLWHVWKHSDVWZLWKWKHSUHVHQW

WKHZHLJKWDQGSODFHPHQWRIHDFKOLQHOHWWHUDQGHOHPHQWKDYHLQWHJUDOPDWKHPDWLFUHODWLRQVKLSVHPSKDVL]LQJDKDUPRQLFPXVLFDOLW\
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H[DJJHUDWHGOHWWHUGUDPDVHWVLQDPDQQHURIPHGLHYDOW\SRJUDSKLFGHYLFHV

ZKLOHPDWKHPDWLFDOO\UHODWHGWRWKHş0Š ş6ŠWKHş$Š ş8ŠDUHfuturetroLQWHUSUHWDWLRQVRIEODFNOHWWHU

ǪǰǬ
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ZKHUHWKHş0ŠIHHOVKDUPRQLFWKHş6ŠLVDERXWYRFDOUDQJH
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Ţ7KH6OHHSRI6RUURZDQGWKH'UHDPRI-R\ţThe Art Journal9LUWXH &R

DFXVWRP3URFHVVLQJ-6VFULSWZDVZULWWHQWRFUHDWHDVWLSSOHGOLNHYHFWRUHGLWLRQRIWKHHQJUDYLQJ
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FRXQWOHVVYDULDWLRQVZHUHDWWHPSWHG

Here Lyeth
A Monumental Book
This monumental bookLVDVWXG\DWVFDOH
diving into the meaning-filled and highly crafted
WRPEVWRQHVRIWKHŝWKFHQWXU\,WIRFXVHV
in on details related to the culture of the time,
the symbols used, and the inventiveness of the
inscribed lettering — structures, ligatures,
characters that I’ve never seen anywhere else.
The book proposes that tombstones were
once a place where craft and expression were
welcomed forms of tribute, perhaps even,
celebration of the departed.
The book ends with sharp contrast featuring
DQRWKHUUHSUHVHQWDWLRQŞWRGD\ŠVRQOLQH
headstone-purchasing process that
many people, and cemeteries, use today.
This project came about through two experiences.
When I moved to Rhode Island, I found an
LQODZVXLWHRQDKLVWRULFHVWDWH$QWKFHQWXU\
IDPLO\EXULDOSORWLVLQP\VLGH\DUG(DFKVWRQH
is exquisitely carved by John Stevens.
7KHVHFRQGH[SHULHQFHLVVDG,QWKHVXPPHURI
I became an uncle. The same day our family
lost this new niece. I help researched and
arranged the cemetery options. The tombstone
process was less than monumental:
it was default. Her name was Ava.
Ǫǰǰ
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  SDJHVSUHDGV

KHDGVWRQHLQP\VLGH\DUGRI'HSXW\*RYHUQRU-RKQ*UHHQH(VTXLUHFDUYHGE\-RKQ6WHYHQV
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WHAT ARE WE LEAVING BEHIND ?

1
WKHRSHQLQJVSUHDGIHDWXUHVVLOKRXHWWHVDQGDUXEELQJRI1HZ(QJODQGKHDGVWRQHVW\OHVRIWKHWKFHQWXU\

ǪǱǨ
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1HZ(QJODQGVWRQHFDUYHUVRIWKLVSHULRGVKDSHGDOOKHDGVWRQHVWREHOLNHDQDUFKZD\
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Lyeth
Lieth
A STUDY OF MONUMENTS

Here Lyeth
Here Lieth

SEPARATED BY 300 YEARS OF CRAFT,

Here Lyeth ye Body of

The ﬁrst line
of a typical inscription
on 1 7 – 1 8 th century
American gravestones,
of New England,
begin similarly.

KNOWLEDGE, & INNOVATION

Here Lieth ye Body of
Here Lies ye Body of
Here Lise ye Body of
Here Lyes ye Body of
Lies

The inscribed variations
of spelling L Y E S or L I E S
are representative
of a style shift, in which
spelling had change.
However, L I E S and L I S E
are indications of relaxed
spelling, a cultural practice
that generously favored
phonetic spelling. This was
to aid the majority of society
that were uneducated.

Lise
Lyes

The ﬁrst dictionary
published in America
was Perry’s of 1 7 8 8 .

3
WKHOHWWHULQJVW\OHLVGHVLJQHGDVDIXVLRQDFURVVGenath )UDQ©RLV5DSSRŠVEDURTXHLQWHUSUHWDWLRQ DQGWKHLQVFULSWLRQDOTXDOLWLHVRIWKHVWRQHV

ǪǱǪ
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VWRQHFDUYHUVFKRVHWRVSHOOSKRQHWLFDOO\DVWKHPXFKRIWKHSXEOLFZDVXQGHUHGXFDWHG
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1688
1710
1691
1710 1722
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%PAGE 8

%PAGE 10

%PAGE 9

%PAGE 10

1737
1730

1691
1722
1737

%PAGE 10

PAGE 12

1724/5
1727
1769
1769

PAGE 11

PAGE 11

PAGE 1 4

1721
1763
1770
1762
1724/5
1739
1737
%

PAGE 11

PAGE 11

PAGE 2 4

%

PAGE 2 4

%

%

PAGE 15

1713

PAGE 2 4

%

%

PAGE 13

%

PAGE 15

1680
1776

PAG E 19

PAG E 19

1682
1687
1682
1687
1683
1687
1681
PAGE 22

1762
1737/8
1782
1761
1713
1714/5
1684
1761
%

PAGE 2 4

PAGE 2 4

PAGE 2 4

PAGE 2 4

PAGE 2 4

PAGE 17

PAGE 25

%

PAGE 25

%

PAGE 25

%

PAGE 23

PAGE 22

PAGE 25

%

PAGE 16

PAGE 25

%

%

PAGE 15

PAG E 19

PAGE 22

%

1724/5
1727
1769

1773
1699
1765
PAGE 22

PAGE 21

PAGE 1 4

PAGE 1 4

PAGE 18

PAGE 20

%PAGE 10

1774
1750

1693
1681
1683

PAGE 23

PAGE 23

PAGE 25

2017
2017

PAGE 25

PAGE 25

PAGE 26

PAGE 27

5
WKHWDEOHRIFRQWHQWVDOORZV\RXWRVHDUFKE\\HDUDQGVL]HRIWKHLPDJHLQWKHERRN

ǪǱǬ
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91 E GAP

91 E GAP

91 E GAP

3771
9961
5671

81 EGAP

3961
1861
3861
02 EGAP

2861
7861
2861
7861 3861
7861
1861
22 EGAP

12 EGAP

22 EGAP

4 2 EGAP

4 2 EGAP

22 EGAP

32 EGAP

52 EGAP

22 EGAP

32 EGAP

32 EGAP

52 EGAP

52 EGAP

52 EGAP

52 EGAP

52 EGAP

7102
7102

52 EGAP

62 EGAP

52 EGAP

2671
8/7371
2871
1671
3171
5/4171
4861
1671

4 2 EGAP

4 2 EGAP

4 2 EGAP

4 2 EGAP

4 2 EGAP

4 2 EGAP

1271
3671
0771
2671
5/4271
9371
7371
3171

What might the markings
we see here say about
the cultures of our past?

72 EGAP

What might the markings
we make today say about
ourselves and our world?

All artifacts (architecture,
tools, objects, art, design,
&c) reﬂect the morals
and ethics of the culture
they came from. An artifact’s
material, formal, and
symbolic, qualities provide
insights that allow us to
better understand the past
and the present.

S T O N E C A R V E R %William Mumford
L O C AT I O N %Boston%Massachusetts
T H E D E P A R T E D %Elizabeth Raynsford%1 6 8 8

5
WKHSDJHVZHUHSULQWHGRQWKLQSDSHUWRFUHDWHDJKRVWLQJHIIHFW
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In New England, gravestones
of the 1 7– 1 8 th century
are easily identiﬁable
by the size, shape, style,
and symbols used.

The variation and amount
of expression on these stones
are unlike the conservative
conventions of today.

WKHLPDJHVZHUHVHOHFWHGIURPWKH$PHULFDQ$QWLTXDULDQ6RFLHW\ŠVFarber Gravestone Collection

ǪǱǰ
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While sternly religious,
the early American,
Puritan and Baptist cultures
of the 1 7 – 1 8 th century
preferred their graves
to be marked with symbols
of life and death, rather than
ones tied to a religion.

American antiquity scholars
have termed these symbols
to be motifs of mortality.

As religious persecution brought
people from Europe to America,
the choice to not use traditional,
religious symbols is believed
to have been a gesture connected
to religious acceptance.

S T O N E C A R V E R %John Stevens%the 1st

S T O N E C A R V E R %Joseph Lamson

L O C AT I O N %Newport%Rhode Island

L O C AT I O N %Wakeﬁeld%Massachusetts

T H E D E P A R T E D %James Nickols%1 7 1 0

T H E D E P A R T E D %Thomas Bancroft%1 6 9 1

9

DVWKHODUJHVWGLPHQVLRQRIWKHLPDJHVZDVSL[HOVDSURFHVVLQJPHWKRGZDVFUHDWHGWRVFDOHWKHPWRIHHWZLGH SL[HOV
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As religious persecution brought
people from Europe to America,
the choice to not use traditional,
religious symbols is believed
to have been a gesture connected
to religious acceptance.

S T O N E C A R V E R %Joseph Lamson
L O C AT I O N %Wakeﬁeld%Massachusetts
T H E D E P A R T E D %Thomas Bancroft%1 6 9 1

ULJKWKDQGSDJHRIWKHERRNDWIXOOVL]H

ǫǨǨ

9
WKHERRNŠVFRS\SURYLGHVFRQWH[WIRUWKHGHWDLOVRIWKHJUDYHV
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The full-justiﬁcation
achieved on the above
inscription was realized
through meticulous
word & letter-spacing.
The fraction-like inscription
of 1 7 2 4 ⁄ 5 acknowledges
a cultural difference of how
an onlooker given year.

The Julian and Gregorian
calendars were commonly
used in colonial America.
Their major difference was
the on the start of a year,
March 2 5 V S January 1.

The skulls with wings
are known as Death’s Head.

The Death’s Head image
symbolizes the ﬂight
of the soul, as a reminder
to the onlooker of their
own mortality.

This typographic maneuver
demonstrates; either/or.
It wasn’t until 1 7 5 2 that
the Colonies & Great Britain
fully adopted the use of the
Gregorian calendar.

The Death’s Heads that seem
to be smiling, intentionally
do so. This styling emphasizes
death’s victory over life.

These motifs of mortality
demonstrate the cultural
acceptance of death.

Death’s Head was carved
in many styles, each, based
upon the taste and ability
of the individual carver.
Death smiles upon us.

S T O N E C A R V E R %Big O Bulb & Square Skull Carver
P E R H A P S %Phillip Stevens
L O C AT I O N %Newport%Rhode Island
clockwise from top left

T H E D E P A R T E D %Jireh Bull%1 6 9 1

S T O N E C A R V E R %Big O Bulb & Square Skull Carver
P E R H A P S  Phillip Stevens
L O C AT I O N %Newport%Rhode Island
T H E D E P A R T E D %Sarah Sanford%1 7 2 2

VSUHDGVKRZLQJHLJKWYHUVLRQVRIZKDWVWRQHFDUYHUVFDOOHGWKHDeath's Head

ǫǨǪ
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S T O N E C A R V E R %Nathaniel & Caleb Lamson

S T O N E C A R V E R %Thomas Johnson I

L O C AT I O N %Southold%New York

L O C AT I O N %New Haven%Connecticut

T H E D E P A R T E D %Samuel Hutchinson%1 7 3 7

T H E D E P A R T E D %Nathaniel Yale%1 7 3 0

clockwise from top left

S T O N E C A R V E R %Big O Bulb & Square Skull Carver
P E R H A P S %Phillip Stevens

S T O N E C A R V E R %Unknown Carver

S T O N E C A R V E R %Henry Christian Geyer

S T O N E C A R V E R %Joseph & John Lamson

L O C AT I O N %Stonington%Connecticut

L O C AT I O N %Tisbury%Massachusetts

L O C AT I O N %West Barnstable%Massachusetts

L O C AT I O N %Cambridge%Massachusetts

T H E D E P A R T E D %Sarah Sanford%17 2 4 5

T H E D E P A R T E D %Samuel Merrey%1 7 2 7

T H E D E P A R T E D %Samuel Merrey%1 7 6 9

T H E D E P A R T E D %Samuel Merrey%1 7 6 9
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7+,6,638%/,&:2ǉ.
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+(ǉ(/<(7+$02180(17$/%22.

The Julian and Gregorian
calendars were commonly
used in colonial America.
Their major difference was
the on the start of a year,
March 2 5 V S January 1.

The fraction-like inscription
of 1 7 2 4 ⁄ 5 acknowledges
a cultural difference of how
an onlooker given year.
This typographic maneuver
demonstrates; either/or.
It wasn’t until 1 7 5 2 that
the Colonies & Great Britain
fully adopted the use of the
Gregorian calendar.

The Death’s Heads that seem
to be smiling, intentionally
do so. This styling emphasizes
death’s victory over life.

These motifs of mortality
demonstrate the cultural
acceptance of death.

Death’s Head was carved
in many styles, each, based
upon the taste and ability
of the individual carver.
Death smiles upon us.

Big O Bulb & Square Skull Carver
P E R H A P S %Phillip Stevens

S T O N E C A R V E R %Big O Bulb & Square Skull Carver
P E R H A P S  Phillip Stevens
L O C AT I O N %Newport%Rhode Island

rt%Rhode Island

T H E D E P A R T E D %Sarah Sanford%1 7 2 2

Jireh Bull%1 6 9 1

S T O N E C A R V E R %Nathaniel & Caleb Lamson

S T O N E C A R V E R %Thomas Johnson I

S T O N E C A R V E R %Big O Bulb & Square Skull Carver
P E R H A P S %Phillip Stevens

S T O N E C A R V E R %Unknown Carver

S T O N E C A R V E R %Henry Christian Ge

L O C AT I O N %Southold%New York

L O C AT I O N %New Haven%Connecticut

L O C AT I O N %Stonington%Connecticut

L O C AT I O N %Tisbury%Massachusetts

L O C AT I O N %West Barnstable%Massa

T H E D E P A R T E D %Samuel Hutchinson%1 7 3 7

T H E D E P A R T E D %Nathaniel Yale%1 7 3 0

T H E D E P A R T E D %Sarah Sanford%17 2 4 5

T H E D E P A R T E D %Samuel Merrey%1 7 2 7

T H E D E P A R T E D %Samuel Merrey%1

clockwise from top left

VKRZQDERYHLVWKHDeath's HeadVSUHDGVKRZQDWVFDOH

ǫǨǰ

7+,6,638%/,&:2ǉ.

(;7ǉ$2ǉ',1$ǉ<

+(ǉ(/<(7+$02180(17$/%22.

The swinging scythe
symbolize Death's harvest
and expresses the speed
in which death takes.

from top to bottom

The Medieval Latin phrase
Memento Mori, is often found
on the 1 7 th & 1 8 th century
headstones. It translates to,
‘remember that you have to die.’

A falling hourglass
demonstrates one’s time
coming to a stop.

S T O N E C A R V E R %Believed to be Multiple Carvers

S T O N E C A R V E R %John Stevens%the 1st

S T O N E C A R V E R %John Bull

L O C AT I O N %Old Lyme%Connecticut

L O C AT I O N %Newport%Rhode Island

L O C AT I O N %Newport%Rhode Island

T H E D E P A R T E D %Polley Higgins%1 7 9 7

T H E D E P A R T E D %Martin Howard%1 7 7 6

T H E D E P A R T E D %Elizabeth Coggeshall%1 7 7 3

from top to bottom

S T O N E C A R V E R %Henry Christian Geyer

S T O N E C A R V E R %Nathaniel Phelps

S T O N E C A R V E R %Unidentiﬁed

L O C AT I O N %Quincy%Massachusetts

L O C AT I O N %South Hadley%Massachusetts

L O C AT I O N %Boston%Massachusetts

T H E D E P A R T E D %William Glover%1 7 7 9

T H E D E P A R T E D %William Montague%1 7 6 7

T H E D E P A R T E D %Henry Roby%1 8 0 7

There is perhaps no better
reminder of mortality
than the image of Death
itself holding an hourglass.
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Colonial Puritans believed
that the soul passes through
death to enter eternity. The
shapes of the stones suggest
archways to a portal.

The shoulders or ﬁnials
of the archways were a space
for secondary imagery.

S T O N E C A R V E R %Joseph Lamson
L O C AT I O N %Malden%Massachusetts
T H E D E P A R T E D %Ensign Thomas Lynd%1 6 9 3
& Elizabeth Lynd%1 6 9 3

Breast and squash often
appear together symbolizing
nourishment of the soul.

Vines, fruit, & ﬂowers
are the dominate elements
of the archways.

from left to right

Neoclassic columns come
into fashion in the early
19th century gravestones.

S T O N E C A R V E R %William, John, & Thomas Park

S T O N E C A R V E R %Believed to be Multiple Carvers

S T O N E C A R V E R %Gabriel Allen

L O C AT I O N %Lexington%Massachusetts

L O C AT I O N %Roxbury%Massachusetts

L O C AT I O N %Providence%Rhode Island

T H E D E P A R T E D %Jonathan Lawrence%1 7 7 3

T H E D E P A R T E D %Elizabeth White%1 6 9 9 / 7 0 0

T H E D E P A R T E D %Samuel Westcot%1 7 6 5
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Abbreviations of titles
often superscripted several
of the characters.

Superscripted letters with
carets were used to correct
accidental omissions.

Abbreviations occurred with
any word, no rules. However,
often several letters would
be superscripted to help the
onlooker read.

Conventions of typography
and lettering today,
has retained abbreviations
with superscripts only
for numerals: 1st, 2nd, 3rd &c.

The easiest way to identify
a contemporary typeface
is by the lower-case a,
the lowercase g seems
of the gravestones seems
to be a way to idenitfy
different carvers.

from left to right, top to bottom

The spelling Ye (as in the)
uses the symbol that closely
resembles the letter y,
but stands for the th sound.

The word you developed
out of using the thorn
to write the word thou.

This symbol, a thorn, is seen
most often as ye but was also
used as yt for that.

S T O N E C A R V E R %Ebenezer Drake

S T O N E C A R V E R % Nathaniel & Caleb Lamson

S T O N E C A R V E R %Thomas Gold

S T O N E C A R V E R %Ebenezer Howard

S T O N E C A R V E R %Big O Bulb & Square Skull Carver
P E R H A P S %Phillip Stevens

S T O N E C A R V E R %Gershom Bartlett

S T O N E C A R V E R %Bigham Family Shop

S T O N E C A R V E R %Ebenezer Drake

L O C AT I O N %Windsor

L O C AT I O N %Southold%New York

L O C AT I O N %Stratford%Connecticut

L O C AT I O N %Needham%Massachusetts

L O C AT I O N %Newport%Rhode Island

L O C AT I O N %Glastonbury%Connecticut

L O C AT I O N %Fairﬁeld%Pennsylvania

L O C AT I O N %Windsor%Connecticut

T H E D E P A R T E D %Kezia Elsworth% 7 6 2

T H E D E P A R T E D %Samuel Hutchinson%1 7 3 7 / 8

T H E D E P A R T E D %Edward Hawley%1 7 8 2

T H E D E P A R T E D %Elisabeth Daniell%1 7 6 1

T H E D E P A R T E D %Jonathan Weeden%1 7 2

T H E D E P A R T E D %Martha Welles%1 7 6 3

T H E D E P A R T E D %Jane Waugh%1 7 7 0

T H E D E P A R T E D %Kezia Elsworth%1 7 6 2

S T O N E C A R V E R %John Stevens%the 1st

S T O N E C A R V E R %Big O Bulb & Square Skull Carver
P E R H A P S %Phillip Stevens

S T O N E C A R V E R %Horton Carver

S T O N E C A R V E R %Ebenezer Howard

S T O N E C A R V E R %Big O Bulb & Square Skull Carver
P E R H A P S %Phillip Stevens

S T O N E C A R V E R %Bigham Family Shop

S T O N E C A R V E R %Ebenezer Drake

S T O N E C A R V E R %John Stevens%the 1st

L O C AT I O N %Newport%Rhode Island

L O C AT I O N %Stonington%Connecticut

L O C AT I O N %Nova Scotia%Canada

L O C AT I O N %Needham%Massachusetts

L O C AT I O N %Stonington%Connecticut

L O C AT I O N %Quarryville%Pennsylvania

L O C AT I O N %Bloomﬁeld%New York

L O C AT I O N %Newport%Rhode Island

T H E D E P A R T E D %Hugh Ellis% 7 3

T H E D E P A R T E D % Lt. William Denison%1 7 1 4 / 5

T H E D E P A R T E D %Elizabeth Dewolf%1 7 8 4

T H E D E P A R T E D %Elisabeth Daniell%1 7 6 1

T H E D E P A R T E D %Joseph Denison%1 7 2 4 / 5

T H E D E P A R T E D %John Midlto%1 7 3 9

T H E D E P A R T E D %Samuel Hutchinson%1 7 3 7

T H E D E P A R T E D %Joseph Whipple%1 7 1 3

from left to right, top to bottom
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Not into Jesus? Don’t worry,
there are some pine-cones
or that nice bass sign that you
drive pass on I - 9 5 .
After 3 0 0 years of craft,
knowledge, & innovation
the carving process
has been democratized.

The symbols offered here
speak to the de-skilling of
humanity and the adjacency
of default options.

S T O N E C A R V E R %LegacyHeadstones.com

S T O N E C A R V E R %LegacyHeadstones.com

L O C AT I O N %Warwick%Rhode Island

L O C AT I O N %Warwick%Rhode Island

T H E D E P A R T E D %For Proof Only%2081

T H E D E P A R T E D %For Proof Only%2081

WKLVLVDUHDOZHEVLWH/HJDF\+HDGVWRQHVFRPIRUGHVLJQLQJDQGSXUFKDVLQJ\RXUGHSDUWHGŠVKHDGVWRQH

ǫǩǮ

What might the markings
we make today say about
ourselves and our world?
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SECTION NAME
TITLE NAME

D E S I G N E R %Nick Adam%%L O C AT I O N %R I S D , 2 0 1 7   T H E P R O F E S S O R %Doug Scott%%T Y P E F A C E %François Rappo’s Genath%%P H O T O G R A P H S %The Farber Gravestone Collection

This is
not
over.

Words That Have Stayed with Me

There is no longer
an outside
to the
world of design.
Design has become
the world. ǟ%HDWUL]&RORPLQD 

If

We

ye

I

have seen further
it is by
standing on
shoulders of
Giants.
ǟ,VVDF1HZWRQ 

The present
the past
in
WKH HƂHFW 
in
the cause.

ǫǪǪ

create
the
means,
tools,
languages,
and schemas
in which
the
designs exact,
and they,
in turn,
design us. ǟ/H\OD$FDURJOX 

contains
nothing more than
and
what is found
ZDVDOUHDG\

There is
to
for

ǟ+HQUL%HUJVRQ 
7+,6,638%/,&:2ǉ.
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only one recipe
care a great deal
the cookery.
ǟ+HQU\-DPHV 

The Things I Was Reading

Kroeger, Michael.

Rand, Paul.

Sutnar, Ladislav.

3DXOǋDQG&RQYHUVDWLRQV

Design, Form, and Chaos.

/DGLVODY6XWQDU9LVXDO'HVLJQ

with students.

New Haven, ct:
Yale University Press, 1993.

in Action, Principles, Purposes.

New York ny:
Princeton Architectural
Press, 2008.
Lange, Alexandra.
7KH'RW&RP&LW\

Rand, Paul.
)URP/DVFDX[WR%URRNO\Q

Titchner, Mark.

New Haven, ct:
Yale University Press, 1996.

7KH7\SRJUDSK\ZDV

6LOLFRQ9DOOH\8UEDQLVP

Axel, Nick, Beatriz Colomina,
Nikolaus Hirsch, Anton Vidokle,
and Mark Wigley.
6XSHUKXPDQLW\'HVLJQRIWKH6HOI

Minneapolis, mn:
University of Minnesota Press, 2018.

Breines, Simon.

Gerstner, Karl.

7KH3HGHVWULDQǋHYROXWLRQ

Designing Programmes:

Streets without Cars.

)RXU(VVD\VDQGDQ,QWURGXFWLRQ

New York, ny:
Vintage Books, 1974.

Zurich, Switzerland:
Lars Muller, 2007

London, England:
Strelka Press,2012.
Lange, Alexandra.
Writing About Architecture:

Zürich, Switzerland:
Lars Müller Publishers, 2015.

Supposed to be as
$QRQ\PRXVDVWKH9RLFH

Rappo, Francois.

Behind the Text.

Explicite Moderniste.

6ODQWHG1Rŝ

ECAL Graphic Design.

Berlin, Germany.
Slanted Publishers, 2013

Lausanne, Switzerland:
JRP|Ringier, 2016.

Unger, Roberto.

Mastering the Language

Broos, Kees

Goggin, James.

RI%XLOGLQJVDQG&LWLHV

Rock, Michael.

)DOVH1HFHVVLW\

Balland, Ludovic

Piet Zwart, 1885-1977

3UDFWLFHIURP(YHU\GD\/LIH

Multiple Signatures :

$QWL1HFHVVLWDULDQ6RFLDO7KHRU\LQ

$PHULFDQǋHDGHUVDW+RPH

Amsterdam, The Netherlands:
Van Gennep, 1982.

'HƃQLQJ*UDSKLF

New York ny:
Princeton Architectural
Press, 2012.

On Designers, Authors,

WKH6HUYLFHRIǋDGLFDO'HPRFUDF\

ǋHDGHUVDQG8VHUV

London England:
Verso, 2002

Zürich, Switzerland:
Scheidegger & Spiess, 2018

'HVLJQŠV([SDQVLYH6FRSH
E\,WV4XRWLGLDQ$FWLYLWLHV

New York :
Rizzoli, 2013.

Colomina, Beatriz, and
Mark Wigley.

Graphic Design:

McCoy, Katherine.

Ballinger, Louise Bowen.

Now in Production

,QIRUPDWLRQDQG3HUVXDVLRQ

6LJQ6\PERO )RUP

$UH:H+XPDQ"

ǋLYDOVRU3DUWQHUV"

Rock, Michael.

New York ny:
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1972.

1RWHVRQDQ$UFKDHRORJ\

Minneapolis, mn:
Walker Art Center, 2015.

'HVLJQ,VVXHV9RO,VVXH

We Must Conjure Our Gods

Urban Advisors to the
Federal Highway
Administrator (u.s.)

MIT Press Journals
Cambridge, ma, 2000.

%HIRUH:H2EH\7KHP

7KH)UHHZD\LQWKH&LW\

Lecture, Berkeley Art Museum,
November 6, 2017.

3ULQFLSOHVRI3ODQQLQJ

Barthes, Roland.

RI'HVLJQ

Zürich, Switzerland:
Lars Müller Publishers, 2016.

Helvert, Marjanne van.
7KHǋHVSRQVLEOH2EMHFW
$+LVWRU\RI'HVLJQ,GHRORJ\

7KHǋHVSRQVLELOLW\RI)RUPV
&ULWLFDO(VVD\VRQ0XVLF

Davis, Meredith.

IRUWKH)XWXUH

$UWDQGǋHSUHVHQWDWLRQ

*UDSKLF'HVLJQ7KHRU\

Berkeley, ca:
University of California
Press, 1991.

London, England:
Thames & Hudson, 2012.

Amsterdam The Netherlands:
Valiz, 2016.

McCoy, Katherine.
American Graphic

Rogers, Bruce.

Design Expression.

7KH%RRNRI2]&RRSHU

'HVLJQ4XDUWHUO\1R

Chicago:
The Society of Typographic
Arts, 1949.

Minneapolis, mn:
Walker Art Center, 1990.

and Design.

Washington dc:
U.S. Govt. Print. Oﬀ., 1968
Valicenti, Rick.
&UDQN\

Dewey, John.

Karwan, David;
Lorraine Wild,

Benedetto, Angelo

Art as Experience.

$JHQF\DQG8UJHQF\

Moholy-Nagy, László.

Schmid, Helmut.

*UDSKLF2EMHFWVDV$FWLYH2EMHFWV

New York, ny:
Penguin Publishing Group,
1934.

Hippie Modernism:

3DXOǋDQG

Gestaltung ist Haltung

7KH6WUXJJOHIRU8WRSLD

$'0DJD]LQH9RO1R

Design is Attitude.

Valicenti, Rick.

Minneapolis, mn:
Walker Art Center, 2015.

New York, ny:
The Composing Room
pm Publishing Co., 1941.

Basel, Switzerland:
Birkhäuser, 2007.

Emotion as Promotion:

ECAL Graphic Design.

Lausanne, Switzerland:
JRP|Ringier, 2016.

Drogin, Marc.

Seitlin, Percy.

ǋDQW(PLJUH1R

New York, ny
Princeton Architectural, 2003.

$%RRNRI7KLUVW

New York, ny:
Monacelli Press, 2005.

Berger, John.

0HGLHYDO&DOOLJUDSK\

Kepes, Gyorgy.

:D\VRI6HHLQJ

,WV+LVWRU\DQG7HFKQLTXH

*\RUJ\.HSHV,QVHUW

Mostafavi, Mohsen.

About US: Experimental

London, England:
bbc, 1973.

Montclair, nj:
Allanheld & Schram, 1980.

pm Magazine Vol. 6 No. 2,
New York, ny:
The Composing Room,
pm Publishing Co.

(WKLFVRIWKH8UEDQ

7\SRJUDSK\E\

Venturi, Robert, and Denise Scott

Zurich, Switzerland.
Lars Müller Publishers, 2017.

American Designers

/HDUQLQJIURP/DV9HJDV

New York:
Composing Room, 1960.

Cambridge, ma:
mit Press, 1972.

Berthod, Jonas.

Fantys, Pierre.

ǋHVHDUFKLQJ:LWKLQ'HVLJQ"

&UHDWLYLW\LV2QO\

,'38ǋ(1R

%RUQ2XWRI6NLOOV

Kepes, György.

The Graphic Artist

Skaggs, Steve.

Walker Art Center,

Switzerland:
Thierry Häusermann, 2014

,'38ǋ(1R

/DQJXDJHRI9LVLRQ

and His Design Problems

FireSigns: A Semiotic

6LJQV'HVLJQ4XDUWHUO\

Switzerland:
Thierry Häusermann, 2012

Chicago IL:
Theobold, 1944.

New York, ny:
Hastings House, 1968

7KHRU\IRU*UDSKLF'HVLJQ

1R

Cambridge, ma:
The mit Press, 2017.

Minneapolis, mn:
Walker Art Center, 1974.

Müller-Brockmann, Josef.

Bil’ak, Peter.

ǫǪǬ

%HDXW\DQG8JOLQHVV

Gerstner, Karl.

King, Emily.

Nelson, George.

LQ7\SH'HVLJQ

&RPSHQGLXPIRU/LWHUDWHV

ǋREHUW%URZQMRKQ6H[DQG

+RZWR6HH$GYHQWXUHVLQ

Sueda, Jon.

Zapf, Hermann.

,'38ǋ(1R

D6\VWHPRI:ULWLQJ

7\SRJUDSK\

D:RUOG*RG1HYHU0DGH

All Possible Futures.

Alphabet Stories

Switzerland:
Thierry Häusermann, 2012

Cambridge, ma.
mit Press, 1974.

New York ny:
Princeton Architectural Press, 2005.

Berlin, Germany:
Phaidon, 2017.

London, England:
Bedford Press, 2014.

Rochester, ny:
rit Press, 2007.
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Acceptance of My Committee

7+(6,6&200,77((

A thesis by Nick Adam presented
in partial fulfillment of the requirement
for the degree of Master of Fine Arts
in Graphic Design in the Department
of Graphic Design at the Rhode Island School
RI'HVLJQLQ3URYLGHQFH

Hammet Nurosi

Tom Wedell

Professor,
Department of Graphic Design
Primary Advisor

Senior Critic,
Department of Graphic Design
Secondary Advisor

Cem Eskinazi

.HLUD$OH[DQGUD

External Critic,
Tertiary Advisor

External Critic,
Work-Order
Tertiary Advisor

%HWKDQ\-RKQV

Professor,
Department of Graphic Design
Graduate Program Director
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Those That Have Shaped Me

720<)$0,/<

Paula Adam, Richard Adam, James Adam, Renee Adam,
Jon Adam, †Ava Adam: thank you for being
understanding of my absence.
720<7+(6,6&200,77((

Hammett Nurosi, Tom Wedell, Keira Alexandra,
Cem Eskanzi: thank you for your interest
and generosity of time and thoughts —
you pushed me further, and that was needed.

,DPQRWVXUH,ZLOOEHDEOHWRFRQYH\KRZGLƅFXOW
and completely rewarding this experience —
the graduate program and process of creating
a thesis — has been for me. But, I can share
P\JUDWLWXGH)LUVWWRP\SDUWQHUWKDWVDFULƃFHG
everything and joined me in Rhode Island.
This was greater than I could have ever expected.
Lyndon, thank you.

727+(',ǋ(&72ǋ

Bethany Johns: thank you for your support, enthusiasm,
and accepting me into this cohort —
it has been my honor.
727+((',72ǋ

Elizabeth Leeper: That was an incredible amount of help.
720<3ǋ2)(662ǋ6

Bethany Johns, Lucinda Hitchcock, Douglass Scott,
Paul Soulellis, James Goggin, Hammett Nurosi,
Tom Wedell,Cyrus Highsmith: I came to risd
for exactly what you gave, community, knowledge,
and conversation. Thank you.
727+26(7+$76+$ǋ('7+(,ǋ&/$66ǋ220

Paul Soulellis, Diane Lee, Douglass Scott: thank you
for welcoming me as your Teaching Assistant,
I took away much from working with you
and with the students.
720<)ǋ,(1'6$1'0(172ǋ6

Matthew Hoﬀman, Thor Goodlife (thc, fg),
Chris Silvia (thc, ufg), Rick Valicenti (3st),
Dawn Hancock & Will Miller (firebelly),
Matthew Wizinsky (studio junglecat),
Scott Reinhard, Tanner Woodford (chidm),
Bud Rodecker (3st), and Sara Frisk. Thank you
for the years of warth and collaboration.
720<&20081,7,(6

You Are Beautiful, Three Hearts Club (thc, 2083),
Moving Design, Society of Typographic Arts (sta),
Chicago Design Museum, Newberry Library,
American Institute of Graphic Arts (aiga).
Thank you always being accessible and open
for collaboration.
TO THOSE I MISS

Martin Zadrozny, †Brooks Golden, and the other friends ...
the time we had was excellent.

†

ǫǪǰ
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Thank you for all of your time, attention, feedback,
and friendship. Congratulations to each
of you, you all are doing so well:
2018ers: Ellen Christensen, Carson Evans,
Angie Lorenzo, Brandon Olsen, Marie Otsuka,
Lauren Traugott-Campbell, Melissa Weiss,
Cara Buzzell, Tatiana Gomez Gaggero,
Jenn Livermore, Jinhwa Oh, Maria Rull,
Nathan Young (lmk if you need anything)
2019ers: Christopher Cote,Eury Kim,
Ji Eun Kim, Goeun Park, Marcus Peabody,
Angela Torchio,Wei-Hao Wang, June Yoon,
Amy Auman, Olivia de Salve Ville Dieu,
Joel Kern, Elaine Lopez, Robert McConnell,
Mohammed Nassem, Annaka Olsen
2020ers: Lizzie Baur, Mukul Chakravarthi,
Aleks Dawson, Hilary du Pont, Elena Foraker,
Emily Guez, Bobby Joe Smith iii,
Caroline Robinson Smith
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